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Ban on Gay Marriages
Unconstitutional?

By Charles Bedard
PLAINFIELD, Vt. - Deputy Atpotential impact of the Equal Rights or
torney-:General, Gregory McKenzie,
Twenty-seventh Amendment . . .
has upheld a decision made by a
"The questions presented involve
=
Plainfield
town clerk who denied a
legislative interpretation and statutory
=
~ marriage license to two women, but he · construction. Were this inquiry (from
£ suggested in a recent legal opinion that Sanderson) directed by either the Legis~ the law prohibiting homosexual marrlature or judiciary as to the constitu~ iage might not withstand a constitutionality of a proposed statute banning
~ tional challenge. ,,,,
or
approving homosexual marriages,
.c
.eri
The two women, Jane Myers and
our answer would not necessarily be
~ -Samn Stockwell, both · students_ at
the same. Our conclusion does not
g, Goddard College, applied for the leave the marital applicants without
recourse in law. Should they so choose,
~ marriage license in February after
the- parties might seek review of the
taking the required blood tests. The
town clerk's decision not to issue the
-g; astonished town clerk, A vis Buxton,
marriage license by way of Rule 75 of
refused to grant the license and
suggested that the couple go to another
_the Vermont Rules of Civil Procedure."
state. She then consulted the Director
Jane Myers and Samn Stockwell,
of the Vermont League of Cities and
originally intended to get married to
Towns, James E. Sanderson about the
comply with the Goddard College
legality of homosexual marriages. The
housing policy. Goddard requires all
responsibilities of the League include
undergraduate students to live ·on-cameducating local and town and municipus except those who are over the age
pal officials on how to do their jobs.
of thirty, those who hav.e children, and
Sanderson, who is an activist within
those who are legally married. Students
the Vermont Republican Party, directwho wish to live off-campus ·must
ed the inquiry to the Attorney-Generfurnish legal proof that they meet one
ars office. The Deputy Attorney-Genof the above requirements. If a student
eral responded to the question with an
· does qualify for an exception to the
eight page legal opinion (Opinion No.
housing policy, the student receives a
90-75), which was issued because the
$500 rebate per term.
Lucielle Cerutti, one-of the members .
Deputy Attorney-General felt that the
on the housing policy council noted,
issue is "an unusual matter of statewide importance ... (and) compelling
- "Goddard has always been a residentiurgency".
,
al college." When asked if she thought
the present housing policy discriminDeputy Attorney-General McKenzie
ated against gay people, she said, "I
continued, " ... This office of the
opinion that the town clerk properly
don't think I'm in a position to say."
refused the issuance of the marriage
The two lesbians brot3ght to the
license. Our study concludes that the
attention of the housing policy council
Vermont Legislature has proscribed
1heir · intent to comply with their
homosexual marriage; . . . We are not
regulations by getting married. They
unaware of the constitutional assaults
also noted that they had been living
which could be directed at legislative
together for three years. Eventually
proscriptions against homosexual
they were offered th~ rebate . but
marriages. Challenges might be based
payment never came through. The
on the First, Eighth, Ninth, and
women feel that the rebate was offered
-F ourteenth Amendments.
to discourage other students from
· w have nof belittled the
agitating about Goddard's housing
rules.
Apart from the rebate question, the
two lesbians noted that there are many
privileges and rights in marriage that
are denied to gay couples. The two
women, who are both active in local
feminist projects and ·activities, are
final decision.
planning
to move out of the state this
The Bureau of Naval Personnel's
fall. Although they would like to take
official manual states that "Homosextheir case to court and press for a
uals are military liabilities who cannot
change in the Vermont marriage law,
be tolerated in a military organizathey are not in a position to commute
tion.'' The Bureau feels a homosexual
to Vermont for court appearances. The
would be open to blackmail and would
women would like to -see another gay
thus be a security hazard. Heisel
couple continue their work and take a
contends that his openness about his
similar challenge to court. Much of the
homosexuality frees him from the
ground work has already been laid
threat of blackmail.
down. Any gay couple living in the
Last summer Heisel's ex-wife in- ·
state of Vermont or who are interested
formed his commanding officer that
in living in the state are encouraged to
Larry was homosexual. Heisel had
get in touch with Linda Graham at
been nominated to be commanding
GCN if they would like to pursue this
officer of a group in North Carolina
issue.
(Continued on page 2)
~

Gay Pride Week is here again and festivities and activities are planned everywhere.
See the back page for activities in your area. Enjoy!

Hearing Set for
Ft. Devens WACs
By Crackers and Cheese
AYER, Mass. - The hearing date
has been set for the two W ACs
attached to the Army Security Agency
who are presently undergoing discharge proceedings from the U.S.
Army because of their homosexuality.
. PFC Barbara Randolph received notification that her hearing will begin
Wednesday, July 2. If Randolph's
hearing is continued to the next day,
July 3, Watson's hearing, which has
been scheduled for July 3 will be
delayed for a week.
Originally, the two women had
. planned to try to postpone the hearings
so that they would be able to stay in the
service for as long as possible. Watson
and Randolph now feel that it would
be best for them to go ahead with the
discharge proceedings.
Ellen B. Davis of Gay Media Action
in Boston, who has coordinated the
national media coverage, stated, "The
coverage that this case has _received
nationwide has ut_ a_ teat -deal of

pressure on the Army. I feel that the
Army is trying to discharge these two
women as quickly as possible, so that
interest and public concern about the
case .will drop off. But both Barbara
and Debbie plan to continue their fight
in civil court, once they are discharged
from the service. And that is why it is
imperative that we continue to apply
pressure by writing letters to U.S. Senators, Congresspeople and the Armed
Service Committee. Addresses may be
obtained from Rep. Elaine Noble's
office (617) 727-2584."
·
The women will appear before a
board of three to five military personnel, including one enlisted man up to
the rank of Sgt. Major and officers,
one of whom is a major or higher
ranking officer.
A Judge Advocate General Corps
(JAG) lawyer has been appointed to
represent Watson and Randolph. Although military law prevents JAG
lawyers from defending service person-

By Rick Paquette
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. - Naval
Commander Lawrence L. Heisel i;nay
lose his retirement pension because
he's gay. With 3 years toward the
required 20 years for the pension,
Heisel may be discharged against his
will.
On Saturday, June 7, a four-hour
administrative hearing at Jacksonville
Naval Air Station was held to make a
recommendation to the Bureau of
Naval Personnel. The three-man board
recommended a separation under honorable conditions for the admitted
homosexual.
It is believed that the 43-year-old

graduate of the Naval Academy at
Annapolis is the first Naval officer in
history to fight an automatic discharge
for proven or admitted homosexuality.
Heisel told GCN in a phone interview that he will fight the decision on
the basis that it is a violation of his
individual constitutional rights rather
than an issue of gay rights.
Appearing on a local Jacksonville
t,elevision station, Heisel added that the
administrative hearing board had violated the powers granted it. The board
could have made the sole decision, but
,chose to make a recommendation to
the Bureau of Naval Personnel. Now
the Secretary of the Navy will make the
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WOMEN'S NIGHT

BLACK MEN'S CAUCUS

. BOSTON - A Black gay men's
caucus is now being formed in the
Boston area. Interested men should
cali 734-0618 for more information.
Ideas include the possibility of a
weekly rap group.
SETTING KY. TAVERN STRAIGHT

BOSTON - The Boston . Herald
American on Thursday, June 12, in a
page 3 story reported the plight of the
Kentucky Tavern, a bar on the corner
of Massachusetts A venue and Newbury Street which is applying for an
extension on their liquor license in
order to stay open seven days a week
until 2 a.m. The bar presently closes at
.11 p.m. The story seemed to imply that
the owners were planning to turn the
Kentucky Tavern into a gay bar.
However, Elaine Noble reports that
she believes that this is not the case.
(The bar is in her district.)
Tom Mahoney and Richard Duca,·
the tavern's owners, have already approached neighborhood . groups with
plans to make the bar ~ recreational
place for senior citizens. Their recent
presentation before the City of Boston
Licensing Board also highlighted this
point.

BOSTON _ A Women's Festival
and Resource Exchange Night will take
place on Thursday evening, June 26, at
the Old Cambridge Baptist Chur~~•
1151 Mass. Ave., Cambridge. Fest1v~ties get underway at 8:30 p_.m. Ther~ IS
no admission charge for this Gay Pnde
Week event at which ALL women are
welcome.
Besides providing an opportunity to
celebrate and make new friends, the
evening will provide women with an
opportunity to come together to lay the
groundwork, recruit, or exchange ideas
for either ongoing or newly created
projects or ventures. All women a~e
encouraged to bring and share th~ir
love, ideas, work, poetry, music,
.
·
themselves.
Among the project areas which will
.be represented are women's bus_inesses,
employment, housing, fundmg . of
lesbian/feminist projects, perforn:img
and visual arts and crafts, and vanous
media, health,, and politica~ acti~n
groups. Sharing and discus_s1on will
occur in a very informal settmg - be
prepared to pull out your cushion and
sit on the floor.

Peens.

SOLVING OVERPOPULATION?

WORCESTER, Mass. - The W OF:
cester Homophile Organization wrote
an alternative to the proverbial "Old
Woman in a Shoe" in response to a
request by the Worcester Women's
Press. The Women's Press urged its
readers to select alternatives as an
exercise in making choices in the
matter of childbearing. Here is the
WHO's contribution:
There was an old woman who lived
in a shoe
She had so many children she did
what she had to
She made an appeal to her gay kin
And each one of them took a kid in.
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BOSTON _ All GCN news writers
and those who might like to be are
invited to attend a seminar on news
writing at the GCN office, 22 Brom- .
field St., on Wednesday, July 9 a! 6
p.m. We are planning an ongomg
series of training sessions so that our
skills . will be improved. For more
information, please call Linda Graham
at 426-4469.

Trumpet-shell.

NATIONAL WOMEN'S CAUCUS

BOSTON - More than 2,000 women from all over the United States,
are expected in Boston for the national
convention of the National Women's
Political Caucus from June 26 through
June 29 at the Sheraton-Boston hotel..
Congressperson Bella Abzug (DNY), one of the sponsors of the fed~r~l
gay rights amendment to the CIVll
Rights Act (HR5452) will address ~he
convention. Mass. state Rep. Elame
Noble will lead a workshop entitled
''Sexual Preference: State Legislation".
Entertainment at a Friday, · June 27
auction-fundraiser, with Rep. Elaine
Noble as auctioneer, will include the
Deadly Nightshade. For more information about the convention, contact
Laurie Devine at 254-5670 or 547-7096;

Navy
GAY COUPLES

.

BOSTON - Having partner problems? The Homophile Community
Health Service will be starting a
couples group foc_usi~g on issues ~nd
skills of commumcatmg, contractmg,
and commitment making. For more
information call Dave Griffiths after
1:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, at
542-5188 or 542-607 5. -

for the picnic, another first to be
offered to the Springfield gay community.
The final event of the day was a
dance held at the Arbor Lounge in
downtown Springfield. Two hundred
and fifty people packed the bar to
listen and dance to the music of Lilith.
The S.G.A. wants to make special
note of the cooperation and assistance
lent them by the owner and ·management of the Arbor. They went all out
to help advertise all of the events going
on that day and many of their people ·
came out to the picnic.
This dance, although sponsored by
the S.G.A., was conducted as a
benefit. After expenses the S.G.A.
cleared $334 all of which was sent to
Gay Legislation '75, an or~ani_zati~n
fighting for gay rights leg1slat1on m
Massachusetts.
The Springfield Gay Alliance expressed thanks to all of the women and
men who took part in this memorable
day. It was a community eff~rt and
Springfield has begun to realize the
true meaning of Gay Pride.

where his ex-wife now lives with their
·children. Heisel told GCN that "Il}Y
ex-wife did not want me living in the
same town." When questioned ab~mt
his homosexuality by the Navy, Heisel
freely admitted it and was relieved
from duty last February.
Commander Heisel has had an
outstanding record during his 17 year
career receiving numerous letters of
comm~ndation and maintains the respect of the men he commands. The
Reserve staff officer served as an
admiral's aide and flew A-4 Skyhawks.
If the Secretary of the Navy upholds
the recommendation, Heisel will lose
his government pension, which und~r
normal circumstances he would begm
to receive at age 62. After 17 years
service he needs only three more years
to become eligible for the pension.
With his lawyer, Judge Advocate of
the General Corps of the Navy, Lt.
John Mathais, Heisel intends to fight
separation. He has written over ~00
letters to various groups requestmg
support, but as yet, has heard fro_m no
one. He is · hoping to estabhsh ,~
"Lawrence L. Heisel Defense FW)d..
In a letter to GCN, dated June 12,
Heisel had not received any further
decision. ''Where we can go from here
as far as Federal proceedings are
concerned, has yet to be determined.'·'

Correction

~

In last week's GCN, U.S. Rep. James
M. Jeffords of Vermont was mistakenly identified as a Democrat. Rep.
Jeffords, who recently announced
his support for the national gay

~ights bill, is a Republican.
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(Continued from page 1)

Springfield's Gay Pride
By David Treadwell
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. - The people of Springfield held their first Gay
Pride Celebration, Sunday June 15. It
was sponsored by the Springfield Gay
Alliance and all the members are tp be
congratulated for making the day such
a success. It was a day of "firsts" for
Springfield-.
Jay Deacon, MCC Hartford and
Heather Anderson, MCC Worcester
together conducted the first Metropolitan Community Church service to have
been held in Springfield. For the 35
people who gathered at the_ Unitaria~
Church it was truly a movmg experience.
Following the service there was a
picnic in the Stockade area of Forest
Park. The S.G.A. provided free hot
dogs and soda for those who did not
bring a lunch. Volleyball and horseshoes were set 'up and in spite of the
parade of police cruisers that_ were in
constant patrol of the area 1t was a
relaxing and fun - filled afternoon.
Approximately 100 people turned up

NEWS WRITERS TRAINING

By Bill Damon
PROVINCETOWN, Mass. - As
many P'town visitors have noted, the
public park area containing_ the Base
Relief monument was flood lighted last
year in an effort to contain traffic
around the area and maintain the
grass, bushes and flowers. The area
which historically has been a late hours
meeting place for many gay visitors
and town residents is now in the
process of rebeautification.
While there is an ancient town
by-law closing beaches to ;the : public
after da.rk , it has become the stated
policy of -the town police depart~~nt
not to enforce the by-law providmg
that no complaints are received from
residents of the area.
However, recently excessive noise
and public displays in the area around
Center Street · have forced owners to
ask that the police patrol the beaches
until lights can be installed. The
owners working with the Provincetown
police and the Homophile Assistan~e
League of Provincetown, ha~e discouraged visitors from frequentmg the
area.
There remains areas of the beach
further west of Center Street still
unpatrcrned, but visitors are asked to
remember that people living there also
have rights to privacy. While _there are
few ih P'town who object to what has
become a nighttime tradition, all agree
that infringements upon the privacy of
others creates a situation where complaints are eventually answered by law
enforcement officials.
In other P'town news, nude bathers
are being arrested in both P'town and
Truro beaches: Offenders are then
taken nude to the police station in
P'town which is behind Town Hall!

.....11

Interchangeably
Poscll.

By Susan Henderson
POR.TLAND - A new Gay rap
group has formed ~nd meet_s every
Friday night at 7:30 m the M~me Gay
Task Force office at 193 Middle St.
The door is open· from 7:00 to 7:30;
after that, call 773-5530 to get in. The
group is for both women and me~ ..
MGTF is in the process of orgamzu~g
a counselling service. Watch this
·
.
column for details.
Just a reminder: four Mame Gay
activists will be on the call-in sho~'
"On the Line," on June 28. That_ s
channel 6 in Portland and channel 2 m
·Bangor. People will be in the M<?TF
office that evening to answer questio~s
that didn't get answered on the au.
.
Phone 773-5530.
NOTE _ The MGTF post o~f1ce
box is used by several persons, besides
MGTF and the Newsletter. Personal
mail should be marked as such.

+

+

+

BRUNSWICK - There will be a
Gay dance at the Unitarian Church on
Pleasant St., from 9:00 P.M. to 1;00
A.M. A $1.00 donation is requested,
but no one will be turned away for lack
of cash.

Protesters to Converge on St Patrick's
NEW YORK - A strong effort has
been launched by the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese to fight New York's gay
rights bill, Intro 554, which is being
held in the General Welfare Committee
by Councilperson Aileen Ryan. For the
past several weeks The Catholic News,
a newspaper circulated by the archdiocese, has run front page stories calling
· for the defeat of the proposed gay
rights. bill, claiming that it would force
schools to hire homosexuals and that
parents should have the right of choice
where the education of their children is
concerned.
In addition to these headlines, The
Emergency Committee to Defeat Intro
554, The Committee to Protect Family
Life in New York City and The
Committee to Protect Our Youth, have
formed. These groups are linked to the
Roman Catholic Archdiocese, and gay
observers believe have been formed as
front groups so that the Archdiocese
can mount its campaign without being
overtly in violation of the Constitutional guarantee of church and state
separation.
The Archdiocese is known to be a
formidable enemy of gay rights and
has worked successfully to thwart two
bills which were introduced to the new
York City Council in previous years:
Intro 475 and Intro 2.
Representatives from 26 New York
City gay organizations met May 3 at
the new headquarters of the Gay
Activist Alliance to di'Scuss strategy in
dealing with the archdiocese's offensive.

N. Y .C. picketers at a demonstration earlier this year in support of local gay rights
Photo copyright by Bettye _ Lane
bill.

WACs Hearings
(Continued from page 1)

nel facing military charges, the lawyer
will however, present to the board the
excellent service records of both privates. Jerry Cohen, the Civil Liberties
Union attorney assigned to the case,
will also be present.
Several of the other women with the
Army Security Agency at Ft. Devens
who were facing discharges under similar circumstances (see GCN Vol. 2 No.

49), have already had their cases processed. One woman is waiting to be
transferred to the regular Army;
another qualified for a special discharge which carries_ no stigma; an
honorable discharge for medical reasons was granted to a third women.
The last of the group is awaiting a
hearing date which should be set later
in July.

The organizers of the second national Dignity convention to be held in Boston
from August 29 to Sept. 1 at the Parker House Hotel. Back row (I. tor.,, David
Frusti, Ed Leblanc, Brian Goodrich, Rene Sontag, Barry i>eVincke. Front (1. to
r.) Father Jim Pollock, Patrick Keefe, Marge. The conference will center on four
areas of concern: spiritual development, education, social .involvement and social
events. The main speakers and workshop leaders, chosen around the theme
"Growing Together in Freedom," are Sister Jeannine Grammick, speaking about
women in the church and Dignity; John Boswell, leading a wor~shop on "Scripture and Homosexuality," and Brian McNaught, chairperson of Dignity's office
of.. social action, leading the workshop on social action. To register and make
reservations, contact Beacon Tours, 26 Tremont St., Boston 02103. A $25 deposit
Ph~to by Jim Ashe
is required by July 15.

~ubscriptions fi-ccp tis '!lcalth~

The groups represented were:
Committee for Gay Civil Rights, the
Church of the Beloved Disciple, Dignity /New York, Gay Academic Union,
Gay Activists Alliance, Gay Human
Rights League of Kings County, Gay
League for Responsible Broadcasting,
Gay Media Coalition, Gay People at
Columbia, Gay People's Union at New
York University, Gay Political Union,
Gay Teachers Association, Gay Veterans, Homophile League of Queensboro
Community College, Hunter College
Gay Men's Alliance and Lesbian
Rising Collective, Lesbian Caucus of
the Women's Union, Les~ian Feminist
Liberation, Mattachine Society, Metropolitan Community Church, National Coalition of Gay Activists, National Gay Task Force, Parents of
Gays, The Study Group, . Unitarian
Universalist Gay Caucus, and the West
Side Discussion Group.
As a result of this meeting, a mass
march to and rally at St. Patrick's
Cathedral will take place on Saturday,
July 12. A steering committee was
formed to work out the coordination
of the action and will meet' and report
back to the various organizations as to
the particulars of the march. The
general feeling among the organizations was that smaller actions should
follow throughout the summer leading
up to another ·full-scale demonstration
in the fall, close to the time that Intro
554 will actually be voted on. More
information on the demonstration can
be obtained by calling the Gay Activists Alliance at (212) 966-7870.·

Key Votes Sought on
Mass. H. 2848/S.272
BOSTON - H.2848/S.272, the
more comprehensive bill prohibiting
discrimination on the basis of sexual
orieptation filed this year, is likely to
come before the House and/ or Senate
for a vote by early July, according to
Rep. Elaine Noble (D-Back Bay). The
bill protects gays in public and private
employment, housing, public accommodations, insurance, bonding, and
credit.
Gay Legislation '75 is focusing on
four Senators (Bulger, Buckley, Dicarlo, and Rogers) and on those 22
representatives (list below) who had
voted initially for H.5868 (forbidding
discrimination in public employment)
but who had subsequently voted with
the bill's enemies to weaken it by
amendment.
Senators Buckley {Brockton) and
Rogers(New Bedford) had expressed
support to lobbyists before voting
against H.5868. That bill was defeated
in the Senate by two votes. Senator
Bulger represents a large gay constituency (Beacon Hill, Back Bay, Allston;
also South Boston), and DiCarlo
(Revere, Chelsea, Everett) is Senate
majority leader.
The House vote on the amendment
to H.5868 showed all supporters of gay
rights opposing the amendment. Another 9, possibly fewer, votes from the
129 who had initially supported the bill
would have defeated the amendment.
"We're · concentrating on the 4
Senators and 22 Representatives, plus
of course reinforcing those who voted
with us on H.5868," said Jim Foss of
Gay Legislation '75. "We hope people
can write their legislators again - or
for the first time - for this push on
the most important gay bill this year."
(for votes see GCN, Vol. 2, # 47, 49)

Representatives who voted for
H.5868 but also for amendment:
Balthazar, Hudson
Bevilacqua, Haverhill
Bliss, North Attleboro
Cusack, Arlington
Cole, Lexington
Donovan, Chelsea
Finnigan, R.F., Boston
Flynn, ·w .J., Hanover
Freeman, Chelmsford
Galotti, Belmont
Guilmette, Lawrence

.
Henderson, Hull
Hurrell, Norht Andover
Lynch, Westfield
Matrango, North Adams
Nordberg, Reading
Peck, Dartmouth
Scelsi, Pittsfield
Serra, East Boston
Velis, Westfield
White, W.P ., Boston
Walker, Salisbury

· Otherway '75, the fund~raising campaign of Otherfund Inc., has a goal of
raising $40,000, which will be used to
help support gay organizations and
projects in the Boston area. Cheques
and letters should be addressed to
Otherfund Inc., P.O. Box 1997, Boston, Mass. 02105.
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By Ellen Goodman
[reprinted courtesy of the BostQn
Globe, Vol. 207 No. 154, dated 3 June
1975]
Debbie Watson joined the U.S."
Army for security. She was 20 and
divorced and didn't have a job that
amounted to much in San Antonio. In
the Army, she figured, she'd get room,
board, an education, even some pretty
good benefits. In short, security.
"I was looking for a good job, you
know, and good jobs are hard to come
by," says the blond private.
Barbara Randolph, 22, enlisted for
pretty much the same reason. Married
young, divorced young, she came
from a military family and wanted to
get into electronics.
They were both sent to Army
Security School at Fort Devens and
everything was working for them. They
were both on the drill team and in the
honor platoon - what they ·call The
Heritage Brigade.
Then, in February, the two women
.
fell in love with each other.
For a while they were very careful
and closed about their relationship, although they .were not the only gay
women in their company. They both
wear gold wedding bands but as
Barbara said, "I was told that if you'll
be cool .and discreet, you'll be OK."
They were OK. Barbara, 22 and a ·
PFC, was the WAC of the Month and
the Soldier of the Month during this
time.
''Then after a while we realized we
couldn't lie anymore. We were sneaking around, getting very paranoid,"
says Barbara.
So on April 7 she did what the Army
had always told her to do. "They
always said, come in and tell us the ·
truth and you're going to be fine.
Naive? Was I naive. Unbelievable.
"We walked down and said, 'Hi, we
want to talk to someone.''
For the next two hours the Army
asked them all the details of their
personal life, the exact kinds of sex
acts, the frequency of orgasm, whether
they had attended orgies - anything
.
they could think of.
As their Civil Liberties Union lawyer, Gerald Cohen, puts it, ''The
questions were more in the nature of a
Masters and Johnson survey than anything else."
Still convinced that the Army would
help them if they answered all of these
intensely personal questions, the two

Of ice Siaff
Denise .
Joe L.
Accountant
GCN paid staff reserves· ttie righi to reject
.
·
any ad.

women (neither of whom had identified herself as homosexual before enlisting) signed _a sworn statement that
they had been participating in a
homosexual relationship.
So much for security.
Immediately Debbie and Barbara
were taken off the drill team, off the
honor platoon, out of school and were
assigned to painting rocks and mess
halls while the Army began its attempt
to purge them. They were informed
that they would be given an undesirable
discharge simply and exclusively because they were homosexual. That
less-than-honorable discharge not only
means the end of a military career but a
lifetime stigmatization. The two
women who were looking for security
would be entitled to virtually no Army
benefits, except for a farm loan and
burial payments, and they would be
strongly penalized in looking for work.
They were marked by the U.S. Army.
So with the aid of LISP - the Legal
In-service Project of the UnitarianUniversalist Assuciation - and the
Civil Liberties Union, they are fighting
the Army Regulation 635-200, that
automatically classifies homosexuais as
unfit. That they say is unconstitutional
discrimination.
"They say we're unfit," says Debbie, "but I believe what I do in my own
time doesn't affect my job."
As for questions of security she says,
''They tell us you can be blackmailed
for being homosexu~l. How can you be
blackmailed if you're open about it?"
Homophobia ·seems to be a national
disease and one which is endemic in the
Army. There is this widespread paranoia that homosexual soldiers will
make an Army career out of seducing
heterosexual soldiers, instead of defending Our Nation.
The sad part is that you ' couldn't
find more Regular Army people than
Debbie and Barbara who believe in
patriotism, drill teams, marching,
fighting and Th~ American Way. They
are positively '~quare" about it.
"We're both willing to take a gun
and fight for our country. We want to
stay in and they won't let us. We'd be
the first to sign up if there were a war,''
says Debbie.
"I know it sounds crazy," says Barbara, "but I love my country. I was •
brought up that way. I believe "in
defending my country. When I think of
all the people who want to get out and
they can't . . it's crazy."
/
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''whoopie''
crane
Editor, GCN:
It was good to see Tom Myles' essay on Ha~t
Crane in your June 14 issue and further explorations of the genius of gay persons is in order.
Why not something on Frank O'Hara's poetry,
or Paul Goodman's. Let's try, however, to make
them as accurate as possible. Without attempting to turn your letters to the editor page into
something out of the TLS I do feel compelled to
point out that Tom Myles does a great disservice
to Yvor Winters when he suggests that Winters'
review of White Buildings was a "scathing" one.
In - point of fact it was one of the most
appreciative reviews Crane ever received and
serious correspondence between the two followed as a result. In his review (Poetry, XXX,
1927) Winters referred to White Buildings as
"the first book of a poet whom one believes to be
one of the · small group of contemporary masters," and observed that these poems maintain
"a level of intensity that seems to me a
maximum, and place Mr. Crane - in my own
opinion - among the five or six-greatest poets
writing in English." Mr. Myles has confused this
_review with Winters' review of The Bridge, written seven years later. This review was indeed
critical and infuriated Crane. The attack on
Crane's sexuality is contemptible, but the formal
problems raised by Winters in his review are
serious ones worth debating. Many critics would
still argue that White Buildings is the better
book.
Francis Murphy

lacking
editor, GCN:
Beth's criticism of the U-Mass, Amherst Gay
festival was valid, but we think, misdirected.
Most of the work for the festival was done by
about ten people. Most of the responsibility fell
on the president of the Gay Women's Caucus
and the former president of the Student
Homophile League, both of whom did the best
they could with very little support.
Invitations were sent out to every women's
group and every gay group in New England and
the New York City area. We recognize our
responsibility to provide a supportive atmosphere for our Black brothers and sisters. There
was a workshop for Third World gay people. All
people were welcome!
As for the sparcity of women's activities, many
women were invited to do workshops, but only
two of our most dedicated women volunteered.
Anybody was welcome to form impromptu
workshops and sports events at the festival. We
had twenty workshops in a seven hour period,
two dances with gay feminist bands, and a
picnic. The lack of certain workshops was not
due to racist or sexist attitudes, as you implied,
but rather to the lack of people willing to
volunteer their services. We welcome all suggestions and efforts to improve our festival.
Gay love and peace,
Cathleen Tomkus
Communications Co-ordinator
Jim Parcellin
President
People's Gay Alliance
(formerly Student Homophile League)
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

-
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sexual ly
oriente d acls

Dear GCN ,
As a long-legged Lesbian, I would like to
suggest in reply to M.T. Head (GCN, June 14)
that it is not short legs that make the Lesbian,
but rather (in some cases) the possession of a
name with a short spelling. Consider Jenny vs.
Jennie; Valery vs. Valerie; Alison vs. Allison;
Cristy vs. Christy, etc. My thesis is 'that women
tend to be Gay who have names with shorter
spellings which could also be spelled in longer
versions without changing pronounciation.
Further, I would maintain that women with
shorter spellings tend to be more Amazonian and
_ gutsy in their artistic expression, while women
with longer spellings tend to be more subtle and
refined. For example, consider GCN'S OWN
Lyn (not Lynn) Rosen, ·who is Lesbian and also a
very gutsy and crusading feature .e ditor; also
consider the advertising representative Diane
(not Dianne), who is both Gay and has the
chutzpah to ask businesspeople to advertise in a
Gay paper! Note that the great ballet dancer
Margot (6 tetteis) Fonteyn is not apparently
Lesbian, whereas yours truly (5 letters) is.
I pass along this information in the hope that it
will help others to find Lesbian love and
affectional and artistjc compatibility.
With love,
Margo

only ''queer ''
G.C.N.,
Wish I had had GCN when growing up and
coming out! Would it have been nice to know I
wasn't the only one who was "queer."
Do we have any fund for the kids like Brian
Przevalaski (GCN, Letters Column, Vol. 2, #51)
that can't afford to subscribe? If not, send him a
subscription and me the bill.
Love and Peace,
Bill

w-righ t on! ,
Dear GCN Readers:
Your Senators and Representatives in Washington, D.C., are the ones who can investigate and
brirlg about change in the military's policies
towards homosexuals,t Right now discharge
procedures are well underway for Privates
· Debbie Watson and Barbara Randolph at Ft.
Devens, Mass. and Sgt. Leonard Matlovich at
Langley AFB, Virginia. right now is the time to
write your Congresspeople, while the publicity is
high. Write Senators at Senate Office Bldg.,
Washington, D.C. 20510; Representatives at
House Office Bldg., Washington, D.C. 20515.
Laura

brayo
ancl catcall
To the Editor of GCN,
Bravo for Timothy! "Racism is sexism is
racism" is one of the best articles I've seen in
GCN in a long time.
love,
John Kyper
PS to Allen Stewart:
Before you knock down your straw men (and
women?) of gay liberationists as anti-sexual, I'd
highly recommend you read Charley Shively's
article "Indiscriminate Promiscuity as an Act of
Revolution," inFag Rag #9.

ie it 4ere by ·knnmn tn· all t4at:
ID4e 11a.a.aac4usetts i!inuse nf i&epre.aentatiues
4ereby offer.a it.a sincere.at cnngratulatinn.a tn:

Dear GCN,
Some years ago I was living a rather closeted
existence in Sacramento, Calif. employed in a
local, rather provincial, advertising agency .. .
involved in community good works, raising a son
who had no idea of his father's ''hidden" life.
That closet life involved a monthly trip to the
San Francisco baths and a correspondence with a
young man in Los Angeles. His life was even
more secretive than mine .. . ALL of his sexual
drive went into correspondence with other men
and into no sort of situation where he might have
to risk being a real person to another. One day
the postal authorities swept down on my friend
(sadly, we never did meet in person), told him
they were aware that he had been placing ads in
papers and exchanging obscene letters. It was not
bng later that they came to see me . . . because,
in panic, he had handed over all his correspond. ence. And in good time I came to be a convicted
· felon . . . charged and pleaded guilty to mailing
an obscene letter.
I spent most of my 33rd year in Federal
Correctional Institutions where I survived without a great deal of difficulty. My friend on the
other hand was raped by eight men at the FCI at
San Pepro, Calif. and was sent off to have his
mind and his body repaired. While I was still
serving my sentence I came to know that' one of
the big Northern California scandals involved
sexually oriented ads placed in a paper there.
And so I find that I am concerned when I hear
that police officers may answer ads that are
possibly intended to elicit a personal response
from someone who is using this tool to break
through a sense of aloneness in this funny world.
I am concerned, not just because that officer
might find something better to do with his/her
time. But I am concerned that officers may be
breaking the law in this particular way in order to
encourage other people to break the law. · I see
little difference between sending officers into
public latrines in order to encourage a crime and _
doing the encouragement in this way.
Concerned

tourcle-far ce
Dear GCN:
My compliments to you on following through
with your previously stated policy of attempting
to fully represent as many divergent political
views as possible. With Allan Stewart's articles
appearing herein, you've got all the divergent
politics you'll ever need print. I write, now,
specifically about his hie-blown, self-impressed
poppy-COCK, that is, his articles on racispi,
sexism, ageism, and his most recent tour . de
farce.
He'd be a real demagogue had he any kind of a
following though I guess he's responsible for the
lack of support shown him - I mean if one
eliminates 3rd World peoples, women, gay
activists, the old, and the young, who's left?(?!)
There's a hole in your bucket, dear Allan, dear
Allan ....
Scott Alpert

no intenti on
to slande r
,Dear GCN,
In my review of Terror in the Prisons (Weis &
Friar), printed in the May 31 edition I said the
book was dangerous to Gays everywhere,
especially those of us in prison. This is still my
feeling.
Nowhere in my review did I intend to slander
anyone, nor do I believe I did, however if any
rea5ier feels SQ allow me to apologize for leaving
that impression.
For the record, I have long been a reader of
George Whi~more's Literature column in the new
Advocate, and think it one of that paper's ~ost
redeeming features. His critical analyses are
eminently succinct and we differ on Terror ...
only because I am much closer to the subject
matter than he.
Again, there was no intention to slander Mr.
Whitmore or anyone else.
Respectfully,
Jon Christopher Taylor
M.C.l. Norfolk
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probl~ ms
with ad-clin g
My Dears:
What is this shit?
Your paper looks more like the Advocate every
·
week.
I was in Boston during GCN's first year and still
subscribe to keep up with the back-home news.
Some of your ads make it difficult (and
disgusting) to read GCN. Get rid of them. Where
are your heads?
Bill O'Dowd
Ann Arbor
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best wishes for more
the ·committee to reelect Elaine Noble
~
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Conneetieut Coming Out:
the growing soeial seene
I

By Peter Dee
As a gay teenager and college
student in the City-State of Connecticut during the late sixties, I found life
at best, frustrating. The only "action"
available was to be found in a handful
of tired bars left over from the
post-WWII era. Aside from· car-cruis-.
ing · on Middle Street in downtown
Bridgeport, there were few places to
meet people of the same or similar
sexual orientation.
However, since the passage of the
"consenting adults'' laws a few years
ago, Connecticut is coming out in full
force.
The newest bar in Southern Connecticut, "Man's Country," is on
Crown Street in New Haven. The
setting is that of a medieval castle
including massive stone pillars and
pointed gothic archways separating
various areas of the nightspot. Huge
chandeliers sporting stained glass
lamps hang on heavy black chains
from the ceiling, but have been
abandoned as a source 'of illumination.
Instead, the dance floor is gaily bathed
in a shower of multicolor lights which
flash at different tempos at the
discretion of the disc-jockey. Adding
to this sensuous barrage of music
from an excellent sound system and
pulsating lights is an occasional cascade of bubbles from the ceiling.
"Man's Country" (a misnomer) is a
fun disco-club which one might expect
to find only in New York or San
Francisco. The music is the latest (New
York), the drinks are good and
reasonably priced, and the people are
friendly.

"The Pub" restaurant and bar, also
located in downtown New Haven, is a
few blocks from "Man's Country,"
and adjacent to the Yale University
campus. It has been in business for
many years, but only recently expanded to the building next door. It
now offers a large, circular bar which
is great for cruising, and a small dance
floor to the rear. The restaurant which
is adjacent to the bar, serves e~cellent
food in a pleasant atmosphere.
The decor of both the bar area and
restaurant are primarily rustic - turn
of the century including natural brick
, walls, pinewood floors, Tiffany lamps
and an abundance of hanging plants in
the windows.
"The Pub" is an excellent idea for a
lunch stop if you're driving the
Boston-New York route and a good
cruising spot if you're staying overnight and don't enjoy dancing.
As of this writing, the hottest spot in
New Haven still seems to be the "Partners Cafe," located around the corner
from "The Pub." The "Partner's" is
arranged on three separate levels and
includes, from bottom to top, a
women's cocktail lounge which will
admit men only if escorted by women;
a circular cruising bar on the main level
with soft lighting and comparatively
soft music, and a dance bar (waiter
service only) at the top level where a
fair sound system blasts music from a .
jukebox with the latest AM radio hits.
"The Partners Cafe" offers neither the
advantages of Dee-Jay programmed
music nor the spectacular light show
and atmosphere of "Mari's Country,"
but still remains New Haven's most

popular gay nightspot.
To be opening soon in New Haven is
a club called ''The Neutereq Rooster."
Recently-distributed leaflets inform us
tht the ''Rooster'' will be located in a
spot which is at present a straight
disco-club called "The Snow Chicken." (Personally, I prefer the old title,
but different strokes ... ) .In any case,

"The Neutered Rooster" is scheduled
to go gay within a few weeks, and we'
have more to tell after our next visit to
the Nutmeg State.
Further south lies the chic and lovely
town of Westport where flexible sexual
orientation has always been not only

PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL

DONALD P. WILLIAMS
Registered Electrologist
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419 Boylston St.
Boston Suite 607

267-8180

acceptable, but in vogue. Here we find
the "Brook Restaurant." (It's really a
dance bar; but they do serve sandwiches, hamburgers, etc., and are open
for lunch.) The "Brook" is on the Post
Road (E. State St.) just off exit 18
from the Connecticut Turnpike. It's
been there for years and was previously
called· the "Cedarbrook." Until last
summ~r, when it was purchased by the
same people who operate "Man's
Country," the "Cedarbrook" fell into
the category of tired; post-WWII bars
mentioned earlier. The interior, under
new management, has been redesigned.
Now, -the rustic atmosphere of the
Colonial woodframe structure has been ·
enhanced.
As ~ne enters, there is a cruising bar
to the left and a dance floor to the
right. The music in this area is taped
and the sound system is fair. Behind
the dancing area is a small lounge
with a brick fireplace. Further back is
a doorway which leads to the "Glen
· Acres Supper Club." The Supper Club
room is chiefly a women's lounge.
You'll know you're in Connecticut
when you visit the "Brook," but as the
crowd thickens around 11 p.m., the
attire and general appearance of the
clientele will remind you that you're
only an hour's drive from Gotham.
Generally speaking, Connecticut's
bars and Disco-clubs offer reasonablypriced, and generous drinks, good
music, lively crowds and friendly
people. Connecticut closing times are 1
a.m. weekdays, 2 a.m. Friday and
Saturdays, and 11 p.m. on Sunday
night.

Revere
SaugusChelsea
Everett
Your State Senator, Joseph DiCarlo
is now a key vote on gay bill
H.2848 / S.272. Write immediately!
(State ~ouse, Boston 02133).

6 Hours Show Marathon

ART
CINEMA
204 Tremont, Boston. 482-4661

One of the nicer place• in town.

G~Y FILMS FESTIVAL
START WED JUNE 25
................................................................................................................................:........................................................ .

At 20 Blagden Street, behi~· Boston Public Librcry
Sunday Brunch 12-4 p.m.
247-3910

Tea Dance Sunday 4-8 p.m.
No Dress Code •
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By Tony Caporaletti, Jr.
In December of 1973, the Manchester Union Leader was to write, ''The
apparent aim of the 'Gay Students' at
the University of New Hampshire, to ·
entice and corrupt other students and
males of surrounding comµi.unities ·to
engage in homosexual activities, came
to light last week on the Durham
campus . . ... Homosexual students
passed out a newspaper called the ''Fag
Rag" which has articles encouraging
the ' Gay Students' to corrupt other
males, not so inclined, to participate in
homosexual acts."
Recently we have seen-this "conspiracy" talked about in the Massachusetts
Legislature. Bold bulwarks of Father's
Days past stood bravely on the floor of
the House and exposed us to the world,
giving us the most publicity we've had
in recent time.
It is only fitting that a quote from
the newspaper that gave the gay movement, in particular Fag Rag, the most
publicity while we were in our fledgling
stages be the beginning of this quick
look at the gay publications in New
England.
In the Beginning
In the late 1960s, 1969 to be exact,
the "conspiracy" began to organize in
Boston. Thoughts and ideas in the
minds of a few gay individuals began
to take concrete form. There were
several newsletters and other forms of
written · communication circulati~g
among the early "conspirators." These
informal newsletters were usually
ditto, mimeograph or xerox sheets.
Then two organizations formed ·
during the same week, the Daughters
of Bilitis (DOB), a gay women's group,
and the Homophile Union of Boston
(HUB), a gay men's group.
DOB began publishing "Maiden
Voyage" in December of 1969. The
first edition was xeroxed. Initially it
existed to inform people about what
·was going on in DOB and the
community in Boston from the women's viewpoint. Eventually it evolved
into a forum. In March of 1971 the
,: staff decided to change the name to
.Focus, the publication's present tag.
They furthered the conspiracy by
· informing their readers in regular
features like ''News around the coun:try." Women had the audacity to write
about themselves! Unlike other publications that were to emerge, Focus did
not concern itself with heavy ideolo. gies. Besides newsshorts, Focus includes poetry, inside news about DOB,
calendar events of the gay community,
reviews, crosswords; a wide selection
for · women. Features have included
·articles on lesbian mothers, psychiatry,
and an occasional lesbian love story. ..
. In ·-describing their operation in
·Focus, October 1973, they said, "To
begin with, the staff gets together and
·reviews all the contributions mailed to
DO~"'Focus. We read the gay periodicals and excerpt interesting news from
aro~n,p the country. Articles ·a nd news,
pro . and con, from the straight press
are considered for inclusion: We all
read all the material submitted and
vote yes., no, revise, or hold for future
use. Those of tis who work on Focus
also write articles, and these are voted
·.on, the same as every other piece. We
also discuss and select a cover for the
issue.~; .

among more radical elements of the
community. The radical gay movement
probably got most of its impetus when
they organized Gay Mayday Tribes
across the country. Before Mayday~ in
November of 1970, Lavender Vision #1
emerged. Lavender Vision ·represented
a more radical look at liberation. It
wasn't the organ of any organization
but an entity. The first issue was
printed in "sixty-nine" fashion with
the women's and . men's sections
printed opposite ways.
They called on gays to eat-touchsuck-dance-come-swish-drag-fightcuddle-struggle-feminize-camp-cruise-

Focus has changed from the xeroxed
sheets it began with. Today it is offset;
its content is of a continually rising
sophistication which is the hallmark of
a successful publication. Focus is alive
and healthy today, probably holding
the title of the oldest surviving gay
publication in New England.
HUB started two publications soon
after it formed: the Hub Bulletin,
which was sent to members only, and
the HUB Quarterly, a monthly designed to reach the whole community.
It was the first publication of its kind
to appear in Boston. Besides more conventional places, it could be found in
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the Combat Zone bookstores. At first
it was also mimeographed. In June
1972 the name was changed to Gayline
and they began to print offset:
While Focus was more features oriented, Gayline was political and news
oriented. Issues such as police harassment at the . "Block" and civil rights
predominated their coverage, which
appealed to a gay male audience.
Largest selling point for Gayline was
its gay guide. HUB as an organization
was oriented toward community action. For both Focus and Gayline the
initial contact with an untapped gay
community was .the main issue.
Gay/ine lacked enough people to do the
menial tasks on the paper and were
constantly short of money when it was
time to go to press. Gayline died a
quiet death in August • 1973, which
point also marked the beginning of the
decline of HUB.
Rising Visions
Independently of the olher publications which emerged in Boston, a new
branch of the "conspiracy" grew

1

give birth-smash-laugh-break down:let
go-kiss-love-play-dance-swim-fightflow-struggle-tweek-rub-swirl-starecastrate-laugh-Masterbait-defendsmooch-smile-win-listen-rap-tri p-lickpeek-peak-explode !
The first issue concentrated on the
straight revolution, stressing that it did
not alleviate gay oppression. The
women's section had an article, "Kick
Ass for Women" which instructed
women in self defense against_rape and
male aggression. Another article,
"Squish," dealt with gay women being
oppressed on both sides by Gay Male
Liberation and the Women's Movement. The center spread had several
songs for people to sing.
.
Lavender Vistion #2 (April, 1971)
was an all lesbian issue. At issue #3 a
split came between the women and
men. As Charley Shively says in "A
View of Fag Rag,'' an unprinted article
about Fag Rag, "I asked (Sue) Katz if
we could put out Lavender Vision #3 as
another joint issue or as an all faggot
issue. She said, no, that they weren't
into wo,rking with men, particularly

when they didn't know them, and that
she felt a lot of women's energy had
been drained by males in Lavender
Vision. " Gay Male Liberation then
decided to print their owrt paper.

1

Fag Rag
After considering names like Queer
Times, Cumquat, Cocker, Boston Gay
Blob, a group of gay men from the Gay
Male Liberation Front in Boston chose
Fag Rag, a "saucy, irreverent and bold
name." "We're proud to take the
straight Man's term of contempt and
throw it back in his face; proud to
admit, flagrantly, that we don't fit and
don't want to fit Straight Amerika's
definition of manhood."
In the beginning, Fag Rag attempted
a total gay analysis and emphasized
solidarity with other movements and
groups. Their basic directive was to be
offensive to bourgeois sensibilities.
Highlights of articles during their illustrious career include, "Hoover Goes
Underground," "Cocksucking as an
Act of Revolution," "Hustler, a Boy
for All Seasons," "I Am a Black Faggot," "The Boy Who Spoke in Pornography," "Blowing in the Wind,"
"How to Proselytize," "Assholes,
Rimming as An Act of Revolution,"
"Stone Age Sex." They feel that they
are working with a gay sensibility, that
is, saying something serious ·in a coy
manner to get something serious and
critical across to people. Fag Rag does
not exist only to convey information
but also to assist the individual's investigation of the gay experience.
The staff has changed often with a
few exceptio9s; it was originally "radical femmes," a political movement aht
allied itself with gay and women's liberation. The latest staff concentrates,n
the arts, mainly writing about books,
movies, intellectual analysis and philosophy.
Being generally a group of men who
defy the traditional patria,rchal society
did not stop interpeq;onal power plays
among the staff in.embers . Aggressive
individuals tended to dominate and less
aggressive tended to let issues ride.
Factional disputes on the staff have
surfaced many times in their history. A
typist would refuse to type objectional
material for the paper; a layout person
would exercise editorial power by
refusing to layout a page because of a
dispute over an article. They don't
believe in voting but a discussion over
one article turned into a vote. ·Everyone was allowed as many votes as they
wanted and they could vote for both
_ sides. After two votes the staff by
consensus decided that any article they
had to vote on should not go into the
paper.
Recently a dispute over an article
about a prominent rock star resulted in
the theft of a rebuttal article to be
printed in the same issue. Fag Rag
usually prints a rebuttal to controversial articles.
Five thousand copies of Fag Rag are
printed each i.s~ue. Subscriptions are
about 500; 2500 are sold in bookstores
and on the street.
Obscure Connexion
In Connecticut, the Connexion surfaced to spread this "germ" called gay
liberation to fhose parts. The only copy
in captivity, Vol. 2 No. 1 (Jan./Feb.
1974), depicts a leather stud on the
front cover. Columnists were Super
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Fairy, Dear Gabby, and Aunt Gypsy's
Kitchen. Unlike other gay publications
in New England, they had a center
spread of a naked young man.
The Conspiracy in R.I.

''Taunts, beatings, loneliness, degredation; FAG! 'COCKSUCKERS!
DYKE! QUEER! LEZZIE! - there
comes a time when one just gets fed up
with the shit that is dumped on top of
people who have chosen to love a
person of their own sex. This newspaper is 0ur way of dealing with our
own frustration. We are using talents
and skills we have to do something
about our condition.'' Morning Glory, ·
the short-lived monthly newspaper
from Rhode Island, began in the minds
of two people in Narragansett, R.I., in
the winter of 1972-73. Originally it was
to be a feminist-gay paper.
Several Rhode Island people got
together and Morning Glory was the
result..Morning Glory was the name of
a poem by Dorian Michaels on the
front page of the first issue. There were
· a wide variety of opinions about what
direction the paper should take. Some
wanted it to be literary in scope, others
wanted entertaining discussions. As a
result Morning Glory was a mixture:
literature, news and philosophy.
Highlighting Morning Glory's sixissue life span were several confrontations with the Providence Police Department. An article in Morning Glory
#2, by Stephen Harris, "Stopped by
the Providence Gestapo," which dealt
with the unjustified arrest of Mr.
Harris and a friend, sparked obscene
phone calls from the police. Conse. quently, The Gallery, a large bar in
Providence, began to experience police
harassment. The Gallery was where
Morning Glory was primarily sold in
Providence.
A second article, "Police ·Brutalize
Bar Patrons," attacked the police for
an unprovoked assault on a young
black man in The Gallery which
resulted in the arrest of the man, his
cousin, and two bystanders. The four
men spent the night in jail after brutal
beatings. "During the night the men
spent in their cells, an older policeman, described as having white hair
and wearing some sort of insignia on
his shoulder, came to see the swollen
mouths of one of the arrested men.
"He mentioned Morning Glory and
laughed about an article which he said
was about him. He asked if the man
had ever read it, and the man told him
that he had not.
" 'Do you know that Ste~hen kid?"
th~ officer asked.
" 'No," the other replied.
'' 'If I ever see that kid . . . ' and left
the sentence unfinished." (Morning
Glory #3).
One night shortly afterward, a
person was hawking the paper ih The
Gallery when the Commissioner of
Public Safety (who inspected the bars
regularly) paid a visit to The Gallery.
Two detectives dragged the hawker
outside the bar, where the Commissioner proceeded to - question him,
threatening the paper with a lawsuit.
He was taken aback when the hawker
pointed out names in the paper. The-Commissioner assumed that Morning
Glory was clandestine, and not run by
people who were not afraid to sign
their names. They were riever again
bothered by the police.

A high school student was arrested
selling Morning Glory at Johnston
High School. The Providence Journal
reported the incident and referred to
Morning Glory as "a paper allegedly
published by area homosexuals."
What Morning Glory tapped in
Rhode Island overwhelmed them at
times. The hotline calls from gay
people in need of information and help
despite the steady increase in calls, was
discontinued because of obscene phone
calls from the Providence police and
others. Support was very good all over
New England, but in Rhode Island it
was slow. Morning Glory ceased to
function in October 1973.

the paper, changing this policy.
The staff polarized into two camps
over the issue of a cartoon to be
printed about a prominent gay bar in
Boston. The main character was a
butterfly getting dressed up to go to a
bar. The bar owner was depicted as a
pig with wads of money. One group .
felt that the bars were nasty foul things
and that GCN should take a definite
anti-bar stand because the bars epitomized gay oppression. The second
group argued that bars were a part of
gay life; like it or not the bars exist~d.
and that GCN should cooperate with
the bars. The decision was not io print .
the cartoon. Almost half t e staff quit

•
morning
glory
V0l . l

Ho.

~

Octob<'r 19 11

Last Issue?

Yours Truly

Gay Male Liberation in Boston
printed a newsletter that came out
regularly in the early seventies. In the
spring of 1973, a group of people in the
gay community informally discussed
the problem of communication. With
the demise of GML Newsletter, the
community was left with several intraorganizational newsletters put out by
DOB, HUB, and MCC.
A second meeting on June 13, 1973,
shortly before Gay Pride w:e.ek in
J.973, is considered the birth of the
present GCN. At this meeting it was
decided to publish a weekly Gay Community Newsletter with the Charles
Street Meeting House offering to pay
the · expenses of the first few issues.
Four days later the first issue of GCN
came out. Since then GCN has
appeared regularly weekly except f~r a
Christmas break in 1973.
At first GCN tried to be totally
open. Everybody was to be- able to
write what he or she wanted in the
paper. Several issues after the paper
started, one of the first major crises hit

time the "Make It Happen'' campaign
began to raise $6000 through loans and
donations. The campaign was successful.
The first big news stories in GCN
were about Gay Pride Week that year.
News coverage was limited to the
Boston area, and there were few
features. While at first GCN's coverage was limited to gay liberation
groups, in the last year GCN has grown
to include coverage of the New
England gay community and happenings nationally. GCN has provided
in-depth coverage of the current Susan
Saxe affair, and the grand jury trials in
Kentucky and Connecticut. GCN was
first with the story of the gay women in
the army who are fighting army
discharge. Features cover different
aspects of the community, like Third
World problems, alcoholism, art and
artists, and gay history.
The paper recently began to print in
color. It has grown from a ditto sheet
to 16 printed pages. Presently there are
61 gay women and men who contribute
regularly to the production of the
paper, but it is still a collective for all
decisions are made by vote.
Amazon Transplant

The latest addition to the print "conspiracy" in New England was a
transplant from another part of the
country. The Amazon Quarterly, a
lesbian-feµiinist journal originally published out of Oakland, Calif., moved
to Somerville in the summer of 1974.
In an interview with the editors in GCN
they stated, "We had friends who were
doing things they wanted to be communicated, so we decided, as a fishhook,
as a way to start a community, to start
communications going among lesbian
writers-and artists."
The women who printed A.Q.
moved to Boston because they believed
- the women's movement to be strong in
this area.
"We want to explore through the
pages of Amawn Quarterly just what
might be the female sensibility in the
arts. Freed from male identification,
lesbians are obviously in a good
position to be the anes to cross the
frontier Doris Lessing has told us the
'free woman' stands at.
"Though we define this as ·a lesbianfeminist magazine we aren't interested
solely in stories that tell of lesbian love,
the problems of being a lesbian, or the
joys. Most of us who read this
magazine are familiar with all that on
the personal front. This is also a space
for lesbians to explore whatever else is
on their minds . . . "

as a result of the bar issue.
The bar issue emerged again many
weeks later to haunt the paper, this
time in a column by Jimmy D.J., the
pseudonym used by a disc jockey for
the Charles Street Meeting House. In
his column he attacked all the major
· bars in Boston. Within hours after the
+
+
+
paper hit the stands GCN boxes were
For more than six years the gay press
ripped off the walls at various places
in New England has been ''corruptacross the city The Regency,
ing" the cltizenry of this fair region by
Sporters and · 1270, among others,
publishing the news, the art an_d the
refused to sell GCN at the time.
feelings of the community,. Since the
The paper was initially formed _ regular press
has consistently excluded
without any organization. · It was a
coverage of all but the most sensational
group of people that would do
gay issues from their pages, it has
whatever had to be done. It was
become necessary for the community
printed out of a small office in the
to create its own media. And all over
basment of the CSMH. The office was
the country, the community has been
so small that people literally had to
successful. Today there is a network of
publications and radio and tv programs
by and about gay people. To the
walk on tables to get around when it
homophobic
eye it may well look like
was crowded. The window was often
there
is
a
gay
conspiracy to corrupt the
used as a doorway.
Between February of 1974 and April populace. In reality, it is the people
of 1974, GCN changed to newsprint; defining and fulfilling their own needs
began to pay its staff a small amount to know about themselves and others
of money, and moved to its prese~t like them.
The Other Voices are speaking out.
offices at 22 Bromfield St. Durmg this

ess Conspiracy_ _........;.___ ___ ___
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tbeatre---------------------

Tbe Ritz ..
low in eonseiousness~ bigb in sueeess

By TONY RUSSO
Gay .Theatre has not changed much .
with the arrival of Terrance McNally's
"The Ritz" at the Longacre Theatre in
New York City. The show is a parody
of the ''gay scene'' as seen through
those who seem to know it least.
Stereotypes are utilized to their fullest
in an attempt to show the absurdity of
the confrontation of both gay and
straight worlds.
The play takes place in '',The Ritz,''
a bath house in New York City. A
sanitation collector from Cleveland
ends up in the bath house in an effort
to hide from his Mafia-inclined brother-in-law who is following the orders
of his father whose last request before
his death was to "Get Proclo" (don't
ask why, the play makes little sense as
lt is). And so, we see Proclo and his
brother-in-law in an endless chase
scene around the baths. Terrance
McNally has thrown other .nonplots
into this situational farce on the theory
that two nonplots are better than one.
So, in addition we have our own Bette
Midler played by Rita Moreno. After
all, what is a bath house without its
own "Bette"? Fortunately, if the play
has one redeeming quality, it is the
performance of Ms. Moreno. Her
acting is superb and it is easy to ,see
how she won this year's "Tony
Award" for her performance in this

I. tor., Rita Moreno, Jerry Stiller and Jack Weston in "The Ritz."

show. The character itself is a cheap
slur to Hispanic people; however, one
is tempted to laugh when all political
ideologies are put aside.
Ms. Moreno plays Googie Gomez
who mistakenly takes our Cleveland

Hair Care and ReD10val
For
.
By Diane Bellavance
1

~ 'Hair has no sex," says John of

Mitchell's Croppers at 17~2A Massachusetts Ave. m Ca~bndge. When
barber shop~ were cl~si':1-g around the
cou1:1try durmg the sixties, John . was
farsighted enough to prepare for the

reasons for hau problems is a poor
diet," John remarked. Hair is also
subject to its environment: pollution,
salt water, air conditioning, chlorine,
etc. Maintaining healthy hair is the best
preventive for protecting hair from
these environments.

sanitation collector to be producer
Joseph Papp and she will do anything
for an audition. Gaetano Proclo,
· however, mistakes Ms. Gomez for a
transvestite and is under the impression
that she wants more than an audition.
While all this is going on, we see Proclo
running around the stage, this time
being chased by his wife, his brotherin-law, a "chubby chaser," and Googie. His wife of course wants her

ro~~ENDI

I

YOURSELF !

Mitchell's Croppers at work . .
photo by Ray ·
unique in
also
is
Croppers
Mitchell's
future demands of "unisex."
that it has a hair removal clinic within
"Unisex isn't a discovery," says
its shop. They use an organic cosmetic
Jc:,hn, "but a rebirth. We are basically
liquid process which can be applied to
hairdressers who treat hair - female
face, eyebrows, lips, sideburns, nape
or male, long or short, curly · or
of neck and any other desired external
straight. It's all hair, that's tUnisex' !"
area. The first application voids hair
The Croppers are excellent technifor three to four weeks. The second
cians, stylists and innovators of hair
application extends growth-free period ,
upon
treatment. They-basically depend
to four to six weeks. Additional
teamwork. First the hair is shampooed,
applications result in lighter, softer
cut wet, dried with an dectric blower,
hair, stagnates hair growth, arid. evenbrushed and shaken into place naturaltually eliminates all growth.
ly, all within 20 minutes.
John also hopes to incorporate,total
However, the Croppers are not just
skin care into his shop.
hairdressers. Each employee has a
· ~•It is almost imi;>ossible to separate
background in ''Trichology: The study
skin care from hair care,'' remarked
of the hair's abilities and diseases." If
John. Just as diet and environment are
you're having a. special problem with
important to hair, so is it true of skin.
your, hair, you can have a professional
Cer~ainly, you can not call such an
hair analysis done right there. Treatinnovative shop as Mitchell's Croppers
ment may also be prescribed · for the
"just a hair salen." It is a total beauty
total reconstruction of your damaged
·
clinic.
hair. This may include the use of
+
+
·+
special organic conditioners and sham[Coming Soon: Other hair removal
poos, vitamins, and/or a special diet. ·
processes are explored.]
"Hair is 970Jo protein, one of the big
Disco Dancing
1st and 2nd
Floors
Game Room
in Basement

1270
1210 Boylston St., Bosto"
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father's orders followed.
Proclo gets caught . His long time
homosexual conn·ection is confirmed
(guilt by association) and the play end~
only to find that the homophobic
brother-in-law is the owner of "The
Ritz.'' Get · the connection . .. the
Mafia and the Gay Scene.
Although the theory may be partially
correct and the stereotypes as correct ;
as stereotypes can be, the play fails and
becomes insulting to any self-conscious
individual.
The Broadway stage has seen more
than its share of gay plays this season•
not the least of which should b~
considered good theatre. However, the
one play- which did not · rely on ·
stereotypes, slurs and mockeries, but
upon good comedy closed within a
week. I am of course referring to
James Kirkwood's "P.s. Your Cat Is
Dead." Because the play presented a
positive view of homosexuality and
poked at the ridiculous distinctions of
sexual preference, the play was accused
of proselytizing. One need not worry .
about "The Ritz" proselytizing.
What is most annoying abo:ut "The
Ritz'' is its s·uccess. Its camp has
appealed to a large "homosexual"
contingent.
One can only hope that the consciousness of the Broadway Theatre will
change and that plays of a more
positive nature will be the more
' successful. Until then we are stuck with
"The Rtiz."
"The Ritz" is playing at the Longacre Theatre at 220 W. 48th Street.

Sunday Brunch
12:30-4 p.m.
Buffet 6:30 p.m.
Cocktails 12-8 p. m.
7 days a week

I

I
I
I Our Rates Are I
I
• ••
I Reasonable
Our Programs Are
I Practical . . . I·
I Classes Conducted I
I 7 Days A Weelc •.. I

New Bedford

.your State Senator, George Rogers,
1s now a key vote on gay bill
H.2848 / S.272. Write immediately!
(State House, Boston 02133).

HAPPY
GAY PRIDE
WEEK
From ••

ACAbEMJ,

',MA'C'CSON
OF 1{ARA'CE
·

IL.,___.,

.The

I

Green Leaf Florists
478 Columbus Ave.
(Comer of W . Newton)

Boston, Mass. 02118

3 Hancock Street, Boston, MA
Tel. (617) 227-3902

,·

247-3500

BAC~MC~B OR
C,R EDIT APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED- Flowers Wired

:; j

Mon.-Sat. 9-6

The only- place to stay in Provincetown .

THE CAPER 1-N N
luxury Apartments and Rooms

SWIMMING POOL
[Discounts for a full week]
14 Mechanic St .. Provincetown, MA 02657

Tel. (617) 4~7-1777

Boys in the Band ... Nope, Ballet
By Paul McMahon
With all of the female liberation that
is going on these days, it's good to see
that we do have some male liberation ,
too. At last, those hallowed roles in
classical ballet . . . roles the likes of
Odette (Swan Lake), Firebird (Firebird), Kitri (Don Quixote), Snow
Queen and Sugar Plum Fairy (Nutcracker) and Swanilda (Coppelia) are
no longer the private domain of that
special breed of prima donnas . . . the
ballerina, alas, we now have the prima
donna ... the ballerino!
"Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte
Carlo" is currently giving its Spring
season (through June 29) at the
Vandam Theatre in New York City,
and even if you are not much of a
balletomane, I strongly recommend
th1s group. They are not only hilariously funny but they do a damn good job
in the dance technique department. I
guarantee that. you will not be .able to
resist the Prima Ballerina Assoluta
Tamara Karpova (' 'the black rhinestone of Russian Ballet") nor for that
matter any of this bevy of graceful
(most times) lovelies.
The performance that I saw - last
Sunday evening was a three-act version
of "Coppelia" (though somewhat abbreviated) with music by Delibes (on
tape) based on a Hoffman fairy tale
with choreography by Marian Hor_osko
after the original by Arthur SaintLeon, done in 1870 in Paris. Note: the
original had the role of Franz danced
by a girl "en travesti" and it is still
danced that way at the Paris Opera ...
now we have all the female roles done
''en travesti,'' times change .. . fortunately.

$
The ballerinos
of "Les Ballets Trocadero"

--

From the moment the curtain goes
up on this 15-foot proscenium stage
and we first see Swanilda longin$1Y
sitting at her window to the final pas' de
deux and curtain with the lovers
Swanilda (Karpova) and Ffanz (Roland Deaulin) united at last, these marvelous dozen or so dancers never: let
up. They run, or should I say dance,
the gamut: mazurka; czardas (first
introduced to ballet in Coppelia); a
pseudo-Chil)ese, a Spanish and a
Scottish divertissements; a garland
dance and finally a Grand Pas de
Deux.
It seems strange to see .ballerinas
who, in most instances, are larger and
heavier than their noble partners (who
somehow manage even some rather
difficult lifts) dance on pointe. Although, the "stars" of this production
were Swanilda and her friends, danced
by Natasha Veceslova, Zamarina Zamarkova, Suzina La Fuzziovitch and
Olga TchikaboumskaY,a (my favorite
except, of course, for the great
Karpova), the entire company is a
marvel. I am still in awe of that series
of pique turns on pointe that Katpova
did during her/his divertissement in the
final pas de deux. I have seen some
very famous ballerinas (not that the
"lady" in question is not famous) who
do not handle these nearly so well.
The remainder of the season, except
for matinees on June 22 and 29 of Coppelia, is made up of programs which
have several short ballets such as Swan
Lake (Act II), Don Quixote (pas de
deux), Ecole de Ballet, Firebird, Car- . ·
men, etc.
Hopefully this company will, at
some time, play the Boston area.

(photo taken from Avedon of Vogue, from press release).

THE

CHARLES STRUT PET SUPPLY

TIIDI IDIDDS

160 Charles St., Boston, MA
Tel. 723-1691
Open 7 days a week

Inn

PROVINCETOWN!
• Parking
• Continental Breakfast

frederick W. Suess, Owner and Manager
.• Enclosed .Patio

· • Clean and Immaculate
• . Open Mid-March to Mid-January

350A Commercial St.
Provincetown, MA_02657

___

THE TRADE WINDS

12 Johnson St.

P~ovincetown, MA 02657

(617_) 487-013_8 .

.

South Bosto_n

Call or Write for
Information and Reservations

Telephone 487-9794
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-Brockton

your State Senator, Anna Buckley,
now · a key vote on gay bill
H.2848 / S.272. Write immediately!
(State House, Boston 02133)..
~
~
ts

Your State Senator, William Bulger, ,
is now a key vote on gay bill
H.2848 / S.272. Write immediately!
(State House, Boston .02133).

·The Carnival Lounge
Mr. Sylvia Sydney
Appears Every Monday Night
Show Time 10:30 P.M.

CARNIVAL NIGHT

Rock'n Roll with

THIRD RAIL
Thurs., June 26
. from 9:30p.m.

'. - By the Beach -

of

969 Commonwealth Ave.

158 Commercial St.
Provincetown, Ma.

~ri9hton, MA

JJijJ;~Qll 487~9633-

No dress code.
50c cover discount wit!, this ad.

GIAI.ICli

185w.10th
NEW YORK CITY

12 NOON-4 A.M.

6 p.m. to closing

Announces the Re-ope11ing the
Oscar Wilde Memorial lounge
(Stuclent Dormitory)
Bunks from $7'.00

BOSTON CLUB

Fred and Ashley's

Every Tuesday

........-::.•x
· ccOMMODATIQNS

10 % DiscMllf with tl!is A4

DANCI_NG

ITALIAN NIGHT
EVERY TUESDAY
PIZZA, LASAGNA
SURPRISES
10 P.M.-MIDNIGHT

'S NEWEST
NEW. yoAKcAUISE aAA
1NTIMATE
Cocktails-12 noon to 6 p.m.
All Drinks are 2 for 1

7 DAYS A WEEK

games.:..._contests-free buffet
and shows

39 Boylston· St.
Th

Mouth of Boston I

Boston, Mass. 338-715

Find Your Fun in
the Midnite Sa hnt
164 Main Street
Watertown, Mass.
494 Bridge Street
Lowell, Mass.•
4 College Avenue
Somerville, Mass.
394 So. _Union Street
Lawrence, Mass.
717 Boylston Street
Boston, Mass.

Harvard Square
Cambr1dge, Mass.
321 Broadway Street
Cambridge. Mass.
281 Huntington Avenue
Boston, Mass.
1441 Beacon Street
Brookline. Mass.
Lewis Wharf
Boston, Mass.
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Beacon Tours
26 Tremont St., Boston

MAZELTOV from
B'nai Haskalah
131 Cambridge, Boston

Box 1715-A
Boston, MA 02105

Greenleaf Florist
478 Columbus Ave.
· Boston

Carnival
39 Boylston St.
Boston

Herbie's Ramrod Room
12 Carver St.
Boston

Clas#c Frames
Club Play/and
21 Essex St.
Boston
The Cutlery
119 Charles St.
Boston
Daughters of Bilitis
419 Boylston St.
Boston
Dignity
1105 Boylston St., Rm. 514
Boston
Walter Driscoll, Electrologist
26 West St.
Boston

"Best wishes from the staff"
Laskers
Clarendon at Appleton St.
Boston
Liberty Tree Health Spa
39 Boylston St.
Boston
Linen Closet
103 Charles St.
Boston
Market Basket
74 Appleton St.
Boston
Market on the Hill
55 Anderson St.
Boston

Entrenous
Esplanade Paperback
107 Charles St.
Boston
Fag Rag
22 Bromfield St.
Boston -

Marlboro Market
45 Massachusetts Ave.
Boston
Marty's Lounge
Railroad St.
Central Falls, ~.I.

Fenway Community Health Center
16 Haviland St.
Boston

Massachusetts Feminist
Federal Credit Union
186½ Hampshii:e St.
Cambridge

Gay Community News Staff
22 Bromfield St.
Boston, 426-4469

Meetinghouse Cafe
70 Charles St.
Boston

and
Our~pecia l 'Priends:

~

Jane Alden
Susan Gui/jolye

1270
1270 Boylston St.
Boston

Other Voices
30 Bromfield St.
Boston

WBCN
News & Public Affairs Department
fM 104.1
'
WCAS740-AM

Otherfund, Irie.
P.O. Box 1997
Boston, Ma. 02105

Homophile Community Health Service
80 Boylston St.
Boston, 542-5188
Journal Publishing Company

12 Carver
12 Carver St.
Boston

New Words
491 Washington St.
Somerville

Gay Media Action
Boston, 523-1081

Boston Chapter
National Organization for Women
45 Newbury St., Boston

Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts
100 Franklin St.
Boston, 227-9469

Metropolitan Community Church
Boston

Gayline Greetings

"Tasteful gay cards/or all occasions"

.I

"Best Wishes"
D.D. Williams, Electrologist
419 Boylston St.
Boston

Otherside
78 Broadway St .
Boston
PapertJack Booksmiths

Whole World Travel
24 Boylston St.
Cambridge

Peasant Stock
421 Washington St.
Somerville

Yellow Submarine
307 Cambridge St.
Boston
Xanadu Graphics
Dave&Kim

The Plant Shop
23 Myrtle St.
Boston - Beacon Hill
Red Book
136 River St.
Cambridge
Regency of Boston
11 Otis St.
Boston
Roommate Enterprises
475 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston
The Saints
Sal's Market
Anderson at Phillips St.
Boston
Sporters
228 Cambridge St.
Boston
The Store 14, Inc.
Temple Bar Bookstore
Harvard Square
Cambridge

David Markahm
of the Club LaGrange
Linda Lachman

Gary Schaub
of the Club LaGrange
Xenia Williams

Rick Paquette
Jack Rubin

A DA!P!Plt
A tt !PI\J! S!!__ waa m
~~re ~~1~~~1~~_
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i was a teen-age pre1nature ejaculator or the'
wonderful world of hon10-neur oticisn1
By K. [Kenneth Ross]
and that was nothing, nothing at all.
football game.
Paradise is timeless. But at the orgies
evening, too much activity
orgy
For months on end I danced my sex
One
time passed. Week piled onto week.
and did the quick whack whack while
and sore. For two
raw
penis
my
left'
My face became a part of the house's
driving home from the bar. When the
it to health, learning
nursed
I
weeks
repertoire. I became a well-known
how to come with a quick whack to ·
light said stop, I came.
red
piece of furniture: a livi~g, breathing
The flesh healed but
One stormy evening I confided my
irritation.
avoid
decoration. In short, I b~ame what is
terrible secret to a gay doctor I knew ·
the spirit festered. Unawares, I had
known there as a 'regular.' I was
Now all I
ejaculation.
my
from the orgies (the one who appeared
conditioned
always welcomed and enjoyed but
for was a quick whack
good
was
the last column double fucking) and
in
.
people ceased being especially de'whack. My medically healed penis was
the plea I had stored for months.
made
·
lighted to see me as one is especially
delighted to discover a new toy and to
play with it the first few times. In short
my face faded from the limelight into
the background. If I wanted the
limelight I would have to work for it
like everyone= else.
I settled into my new status, learning.
its benefits and frustrations, until I
achieved a more quiet but satisfactory
symbiosis with the house. I discovered
that the orgies were not static ev.ents
occurring every other week with the
same or similar people. Not only was
each orgy different but the progression
of orgies went through phases ,that
expressed the fluid changing character ~
A book had recently come out describ.a psychological wreck. l was stuck with
of the house itself, as it was affected by
ing the Masters and Johnson
penis.
neurotic
·a
of
moods
and
the time of year, guests,
"squeeze" technique for the cure of
Me, a teen age premature ejaculator.
Tod.
premature ejaculation. There was only
My feelings of inadquacy had given me
In one phase of particular length the
hitch - it needed a partner.
one
would
it
knew
they
a swift kick where
orgies became dominated by a group of
Would he be my- "Sure," he replied
hurt most. I had given myself both a
handsome, aggressive, big-boned, big
with a twinkle in his eye, only he felt
concrete reason to feel inadequate and
bonered men. Fuckers. Competing
to mention that he thought
compelled
a perfect excuse to avoid the situation
with them sexually was fraught with
sexy to come quic.kly as it
rather
was
it
I
sex.
that made me feel inadequate:
anxiety as they resembled another
him long periods of
took
~ometimes
fear
for
orgies
the
attending
ceased
my
from
males
aggressive
of
group
someone would quickly discover my ~ strenuous activity.
past that I had long before given in to.
So it began, three nights a week,
secret.
The competition had become too much
the clumsiest example of
pi:-obably
a
attendin~
to
In substitute I took
and my old locker room feeling .of
in the history of
pseudo-therapy
sexual
and
dancing
Tod;
by
owned
bar
the
through
resurfaced
inadequacy
sexology. Three nights a week, ten
necking on the floor but refusing all
cracks that were forming in my
times a night, step by step we went
serious prooositions. After all I was
overblown pride. My unconscious
through our own elaborate version of
whack
whack
quick
a
for
good
only
qegan searching for a 'Yay out of the

If you wish to respond to a box number
in any of our ads, send to GCN
Classifieds, Box _ _ _ _ , 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA 02108.

apartments

,

Apt. in friendly building, convenient to
bedrooms .
buses everywhere. 1 ½
Available July 1. South End. Call Linda,
727-2584 days, 247-0117 nights.
Male wanted to share large
furnished apt. in Bay Village area;
stereo, t.v., close to downtown,
per mo., and ½ utilities . (617)
6970, or write: 100 Charles St.
Suite 2, Boston 02116 .

new
quad
$100
426So . ,

Large, furnished room available for
responslble GM in our home in Southbridge. Congenial atmosphere, kitchen
privileges, linens supplied, reasonable,
near American Optical. Call Ken or Bill
at (617) 765-5686 .
STUDIO APARTMENT
For rent in gay house in South End.
and good
Clean, freshly painted neighbors. Call evenings , 426-6025 ,
Kim or Dave.

for sale

With our sister kennel: Bla c k Spruce o f
Seabrook . N . H ., Fleur De ·Lys Kennels
offers for sale to the gay community
" toy ·· Ita l ian Greyhounds . All pups are
AKC reg istered and pedigreed . 50 % o f
all sales wi 11 be donated to 0TH ERFUND in the name of the purchaser or
- anonymous ly whichever is preferred .
Both kennels are gay owned and operated. For more information , conta c t
Jack Cochran. Stoughton. Mass . (617)
344-9738. In New Hami;ishire , write to
Scott Cochran-Carl Schmidt. P.O . ·Box
79 , Seabrook. N .H .
CLASSIC ELEGANCE
UNIQUE Leather Belts, Bags, Boxes,
Pillows , Accessories are custom designed and handmade just for you.
Contemporary, Traditional Styling in
ieather, suede , denim, canvas. Superb
workmanship. Be!ts for American Indian Buckles a spe,:ialty. Leather items
repaired expertly. Satisfaction guarar teed. Call TANTALUS lEATHERCRAFTERS at 261-8412 for an appointment.

1 KLH stereo in excellent condition.
Never used. Asking $143 but willing to
rap about the price . Must sell' (moving). Call 267-1617 .

jobs offered
COUNSELOR POSITIONS
Two Counselor positions available at
Provincetown Drop-In Center ...:. one
full-time , one half-time. Three years
counseling experience with a background in drug and alternative counseling programs supportive of gay and
feminist .viewpoint to do individual
couples, and group counseling. Send
resumes to Coordinating Committee, 6
Gosnold St., Provincetown , Mass.
02657 . We are also looking for a
physician. For more information contact Coordinating Committee .
EARN MONEY
Hawking GCNs
Pick up hawker copies on Monday
morning and spend a fine spring day
spreading the news .
WRITERS: GCN needs a perceptive,
well-informed individual to write a
regular column about the Black gay
community . Scope and per spective of
column determined by the individual in
. conjunction with the Features Editor .
Must be depel)dable, nonsexist, nonracist, nonagist. Presently, we do not
, pay our writers. Interested persons may
call GCN at 426-4469 and ask for Lyn,
Features Ed.

the Masters and Johnson technique.
He sucked. As I was- about to come I
jerked my penis out of his mouth and,
thumb and forefinger placed just
according to the manual, he squeezed
the tip. Ten times a night he squeezed
the tip. Ten times a night my tortured
·member shrank in discouragement.
Ten times a night without · fail it
1
bounced back, ready for immediate
action. The damn thing was infatigueable. When it wanted to come it
wanted to come and that was now. No
Masters and Johnson pincers grip
could stop it.
Fruitless frustrating weeks passed. I
suggested a new technique of my own
:concoction, master sexologist that I
:had become. My tortured doctorvictim in this crime against nature and
reason, his twinkle long since faded, lie
there, mouth limp as I tJ:irust in and out between his lips, trying, unsuccessfully,
not to come. Finally he could take it no
longer (literally). Pinching my pee pee
'and playing the role of a dead hole for
_hours on end as I moved my cock in
and out of his listless lips was hardly a
fun night indoors.
He called it to a halt, trying to
explain to me that" neuroses are
nomads: If I were to free myself of
"premature ejaculation" (which he
·realized wasn't the problem at all and
'rightly predicted would go away if I
·just gave it a chance) my neurosis
would simply migrate to friendlier
'territory. Enough was enough. That
night we had real honest sensual
passionate sex. I came three times and
loved it. But I never returned. It was
,too healthy.

A lesbian creative theatre collective is
now forming. Women bring your dance
music, song, writing, ideas , experi. ences. Meet 32 Chatham, Cambridge
8:00 , Thur. , May 29. Info call Jane
492-5220.
ANDROGYNY BOOKSHOP
A wide selection of gay feminist and
. nonsexist childrens books. Come and
visit when you're in Montreal. 1217
Cres cent St , Montreal, (514) 866-2131.
OTHER VOICES - Gay bookstore at 30
Bromfield St., 3rd floor. - open 11 a.m.
to 6 pm . Mon . through Saturday . Many
new titles including Woman Plus
Worr.an .

Be your own boss. Set your own hours.
Join the GCN team of ad representatives. Don't restrict yourself to Boston.
We have outlets all over New England.
20% Com miss.ion. Earn extra money,
or"make it a full-time job. Dennis, Bill,
and Diane are here to help you. Write
.GCN or call 617-426-4469.

, jobs wanted.
STflONG RESPONSIBLE MAN
Seeking full time position as cook,
housekeeper. Am 26, strong, experienced in business culinary arts . Live-in
considered. Refs . John (617) 426-2136.
Early morning or afternoon.
Young man tired · of establishment job
is seeking a job with gay business or in
business with gay owner. Job r:nust be
responsible position with meaningful
work . Am making decent amount of
money now, but will accept less if job
is good . Write GCN, Box 1952.

miscellaneous
YOGA PEOPLE
I want to organize a yoga class. Are you
interested? Drop me a note if you are .
Also , send any questions and suggestions to GCN B_ox 395. Thanks, Jess.
The Gay Recreational Activities Com- .
m i ttee is in need of all kinds of athletic
& campfng equipment. To be used by &
for the gay community . If you can
donate such, please call 241-8357 or
drop it off at the GCN office, 22
Bromfield St Boston Many thanks . .

Estamos interesados en comunicarnos
con Gays en America Latina y el Caribe .
Si tienes amistades en estas areas. por
favor pideles que se comun iquen con
nosotros. o envianos sus nombres y
direcciones . We are interested corresponding with Gays in Latin America
and the Caribbean. If you have friends
in these areas. please ask them to write
us, or send us their names and
addresses . Comunidad de Orgullo Gay.
Apartado 5523. Puerta de . Tierra. San
Juan, P . R. 00906.

Metropolitan Cbmmunity Church
meets for worship every Sunday at 7
FANTASTIC GREAT FUN SIGNS
Imagine your mate unfolding a 20 or 30 p.m., 131 Cambridge St., Boston (Old
West Church). Fellowship hour 8:15
or 40 foot long computer printed sign
with your love message on it. You . . p,m. ·Revs. Lawrence Bernier, Stephanie Biqusiak'; and Jeffrey Pulling,
create it, we print it and mail it prepaid.
pastors. All pers_o ns are welcome.
Nine-inch high letters on continuous
Telephone (6171 52~-76R•.
paper banner . Any message you want
for parties, announcements, special
occasions or just to say SCREW YOU in
M CC/Providence
a big way . Great to hang around a
Rev. Joseph Gilbert, pastor.
room . $4.25 minimum for up to 10
Come worship with us every Sunday at
characters. 35c each additional charac7 pm., 37 Clemence St., Providence (off.
ter . Spaces and punctuatio·n free . (30~
of Washington St.) (401) 274 -1693.
character sign is about 20 feet long and
SUPPORT LESBIA~ MOTHERS : .
costs only $11.25.) Print clearly. InLesbian Mother's National Defense
clude payment. Phillips, Dept. G, P.O.
Fund, 2446 Lorentz Place. W. Seattle,
Box 351, Boston, MA 02117.
Wash. 98109, 206-282-5798. Membership $5.00 .

organizations
FRAMINGHAM UNICORN SOCIETY
Framingham, the largest township in
the country and not a single social
organization, bar, MCC i:hapter; f. v.s . ,
a social group, c/0 P.O. Box ·413
(please note that this is corrected box
number), Pawtucket, A.I. 02862.
PVGU IS ALIVE!!
We now meet downstairs at the· Grace
Episcopal Church in Amherst (enter off
Spring Street - look for the sign on
the door) Still Thursday nights at 7:30
come talk and share - help us plan
picni cs and other functions this ·summer . For more information , write c/o
Jeff Keith . 652' S. East St., Holyoke,
MA, or PVGU, c/o Windy Hill, Charlemont , MA .
INTEGRITY I BOSTON
Local chapter of Integrity . Inc.: National organi zation for _gay Episcopalians
and their friends now forming. For
information write: Integrity/Boston,
P.O. Box 2582 , Boston , MA 02208 .

WE 'RE ~10T AFRAID ANYMORE!
in Worcester, Mass. Join us at MCCWorcester 4 p.m . Sundays , Central
Church. 6 Institute Rd .. ,near Lincoln
Sq_uare . Call Heather and Nancy
(min isters) or Bob (deatori): 756-0730.

GCN-

Classifieds ·

get

results. ·
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The Peoples College of La:,N of the
National Lawyers Guild is a.new 4-year
law school criented toward those
usually excluded from the legal educational process.
Gay people, especially lesbians and
third world gays, are definitely welcome. Entrance requirements are 2
years of college leading towards a
Bachelor's degree, or you must take the
college equivalency test. Tuition is low.
All applicants should be committed to .
use -the law as a tool for social change .
For more information , write Gay
Caucus, c/o PCL/NLG, 2228 West 7th
Street, L.A. , CA 90057 or call (213)
388-8171.
The _ Church of The Eternal Flame
Universal , Hartford's first "Gay" Church
wishes to welcome you to one of our
services . Sundays 3:00 pm .. 320 Farmington Ave . , Apt . A-6 . Hartford. CT.
Bishop Ga il Aobinsor: .
MONjACHUSETTGAYS
Come o~t to the Homophile Union of
Montachusett meetin_gs, in Fitchburg .
For more info, write H .U.M ., Box 262,
Fitchburg, Mass .- 01420 or call 3433190 .
NGTF NEEDS YOU
Join with the largest, fastest growing
gay civil rights group in the country!
The National Gay Task Force works
with a professional staff on media
representatio n , national legislat ion , information clearinghouse, religious reforms, corporate non-discrimination
statements , more ! Help support our
work-join now. $15 membership ($5
limited income) includes Newsletter.
NGTF, 80 Fifth Ave., Rm. 506, New
York, N.Y. 100_11.
WORCESTER GAYS COME OUT
Join us, M & F welcome. For further
info call 892-9113 or write: W .G .U ., Box
359, Fed . Sta ., Worcester, MA 01601 .
GOLDEN GAYS
A new group for mature men and
women. Social meeting Fridays, 7-9
pm., Charles Street Meetinghouse,
Gallery Coffee Shop. Come make new
friends in a relaxed atmosphere. All are
welcome.

NAT'L GAY PRISONERS COALITION
I would love to hear from any Gay
Brother or Sister who is interested in
helping liberate the Rights of Gay
Prisoners in Federal Prisons . Contact .
Johnny Gibbs. #86976-132 . Box 10(1') .
U.S. Prison . Lewisbur-g . PA 17837 .
(Chairman of the National Gay Pri soners Coalition)

NORTH CENTRAL MASS.
GWF, 25, likes music , movies and
outdoors looking for GWF, 25-30, with
similar likes who is sincere and honest
and looking for a good and lasting
relationship . Write to GCN , Box 407 .
I APOLOGIZE TO ALL GAY MALES
UNDER 35
for being over 40, in fact I'm 49. If any of
you has method to stop aging, or pill to
make us sexless let us· know. Just
remember your time is coming at least
be polite .
Puppy,
Thank you for a wonderful birthday .
Love will keep us together.
love,
Your Snake

Young, Gay and Hassleo?
Call or drop in to Project Lambda, 70
Charles St., Boston . (227 -8587) . An
advocacy program for youth (12-17 yrs.
old) who need help dealing with tamily ,
court. school , etc. M-F , 10 am-6 om .

FOCUS
A Journal for lesbians. put out by
Boston DOB . New. exciting format. 60c
sample copy , $6.00 for 1 year. Send
check to DOB . 419 Boylston St. , Rm.
32~ Bosto;,. MA 02116 .
396 .
TEAM. MAIL ORDER HOUSE
GWF, 2.5, quiet , lonely. Wishes to meet
Publisher of fine magazines and mail
same for friendship, good times, and
order products . Write today for free
· Nhatever may develop. I have a lot to
883 Geary St., San
share with the right woman . Write Box · catalog to: TEAM.
Francisco CA 94102 .
385, GCN, 22 Bromfield St., Boston
,
02186.
Transvestite Newsletter. Free Sample.
Has Articles. Photos . Personals and
GWM
meet
to
GWM . 30. 150 lbs . . wants
Unusual Offers . Write: Empathy. Box
for
area
Boston-Dedham
18-30 from
12466 . Seattle . Wash . 98111 .
friendship , fun & more . GCN Box 379 .
WIN MAGAZINE
HOUSEMATE WANTED
Peace and freedom through non-violen•
Semi-impotent lesbianistic type transt ion : $7/year. · w1N
Subscrip.
action
vestite wants feminine female to share
Box 547, Rifton . N.Y . 12471 .
country home. Want love , tenderness ,
· - PEACEWORK
understanding . Will give same. Want to
change news report build lasting relationship . Write Drawer Nonviolent social
ed in lively monthly New England
A., Ayer , 'VIA 01432.
newsletter . Subscription $3 , sample
.NASHUA, N . H .
copy free. Peacework , 48 Inman St ..
Woman, 18, who likes good clean party- Camhridge , MA 021 39.
ing wishes to meet intelligent people
MAJORITY REPORT
anywhere . School 's out , summer's
pubFeminist News For Women
here , let'.s get together. P.o. ·Bo~ 394.
lished every other week . Subscr. $5 00/
yea r _74 Grove St .. NYC 10014 .

GWM, seeks a together stable guy to
share walks along the beach,- tennis,
biking, leisurely dinners, fine wine , soft
music, theater, each other's company,
and passionate moments . Into Eastern
and existential philosophy honesty and
my career. Am in 20's affectionate,
intelligent, a practical idealist, somewhat reserved . Not looking for a lover,
but'bpen to that potentiality. If we have
things in common then -t:lrop a line.
Pilgrim, GCN, Box 408.

MEET YOUR GAY NEIGHBORS!
Host a neighborhood get-together in
your area this Gay Pride Week '75.
Confidential phone list. To volunteer
your home for an evenir-ig call (617)
440-8551 :

classified ad order forn1

1

is

Tuesda) noon (prior to Sunday
Cla, ,iried Ad deadline
publil'ation) .
- All ad, must be paid in ad,am·e. ,o ads-accepted b) phone.
\1al..e chel·k or mone) order pa)·able to (;a)· Communit)
,e .. ,. 22 Bromfield SI. , Hoston, Mass . 02108 .
Since we serve the Northeast, please Include your area code
if your ad includes a phone number.
:'li o n-business: Sl .O\l for 4 lines (35 characl e rs per linel ; each
adtl itinna l line 25 cents . Headlines are 50 cent s f~ 25
character ,.
Business (if )·ou charj!e mone) for a service. \'Ou are a business): $3.()() per "eek for 4 lines (35 char~crers per line)
and 50 cenls for eacl:t auditional line. Headlines are $1.00
for 25 ,hara,ler s.
Box ,\ 'umbers:

are available at $1.00 for 6 weeks if you pick up your mail.
If. however . you wish your mail forwarded, the rate is
$2.00 for 6 weeks.· Mail is forwarded at the end of the 3rd
and 6th weeks. If you wanr mail forwarded more oft en,
please include 50 cents above the $2.00 charge for eac h
addirional rime you wanr ii forwarded .

If you wish to pick up your mail at the GCN office: Our
ho urs are: 10 a. m. to 6 p.m ., Monda y through Wednesday;
10 a .m . to 9 p .m·. , T hursday; 10 a.m. 10 6 p.m ., Frida y and
Sarurda y; and 4 p .m . to 8 p.m ., Sunday.
Please circle one of the following ad categories:
INSTR UCTION
FOR SALE
A P A RTME NTS
PEN P ALS
JOBS WANTED
J O BS OFFERED
RE SO RTS
P E RSONALS
ORGANIZATIONS
WANTED
SERVICES
ROOMMATES
RIDES
PUBLICATIONS
LOST & FOU ND
MISCELL.

personals
PROFESSIONAL WOMAN , BOSTON
Attractive, feminine , well-groomed , has
good taste , class . Intelligen t , educated ,
sense of humor, sincere. Strong -character, emot ional depth; gentle, loving
. personality . Seeks friendship and love
with woman of similar qualities. Age,
nationality, color unimportant. Discretion necessary. Give a name and
number to be called to arrange meeting.
Typical masculine, four-letter-wordslinging lesbians stay away . P.O . Box
1017, General Post Office, Boston
02103 .
Chuck ~all, where are you? Are you still
alive? I met you at a dance at the
CSMH. I would very much like to hear
from you. If anyone has info on Mr. Hall
. as to his status and whereabouts
please write to: John Rawls, GCN, Box
404 .

GWM, 5'7", 130 lbs., long br. hair, 21,

interested in meeting GWM for love and
possible lasting relationship. Into
camping, music , phy . fitness , and
-good talk. If you are similar and in
Boston area write and give phone no.
GCN, Box 406 . No B&D or S&M .
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GAY BOOKS BY MAIL
Catalogue of 585 tit les from the largest
lesbian I gay liberation bookst ore. Send
25c to-Lambda Rising, 1724 20th St.
NW #G , Washington , D.C. 20009 .
Integrity : Gay Episcopal Forum . Lou ie
Crew , Ph .D. , Editor . $5/10 issues .
Official newsletter of Integrity. Inc ., for
Gay Episcopalians and Our Friends .
701 Orange St., Ft . Valley , GA 31030.
Personal ad list ing servi ce. 100's of
personal non-c_oded ad s of young
persons . Send 50c for a recent sample
issue with complete information and an
ad form. Write: BSJ , Box 337 , Milliken,
co . 80543 .

Headlines___ at $___ per week $_ _ __
First 4 lines___ at$___ per week $_ _ __
Each add 'I line_ at$___ per week $-,----Pick-Up Box No . at $1.00/6 weeks

$ _ _ __

Forward Box No . at $2 .00/6 weeks

$ _ _ __

Extra Forwardings at 50t/time.......

$ _ _ __

TOT AL ENC LOSED .... . - ....... . .......... $ _ _ __
PLEASE PRINT NEATLY.

Number of weeks ad is to run ....... ... ..... . . . . . ... ... .

Name .... ............. ..... ..... .. .. ................. ...... ...

Address .... ...... .. ............ ........... ................. .

City ..... ... .: ......·.... ..... ...... ..... ... State ...... ..... .

Zip ............... .... Phone .. ..... ... .. ................... .

pen pals
Hi, my name is Bobby Bryant. I'm
Black, 24, 6', 170 lbs. I am currently
incarcertated and would very much like
to hear from people in the outside
world . I would certainly like to get back
in the groove again . A pen pal would
help very much . Please write Bobby
Bryant , P.O . Box 221, Starke , Fla .
32083 .

resorts
PUERTO RICO-VIRGIN ISLANDS
ALL NEW 1975 GUIDE
,!I, NEW concept in guides . Accepts A-O _,
ads; completely unbiased! Up-to-date.
no closed places listed . The guide to
buy BEFORE YOU COME: what to bring ·
and what not to 1 Prices . guest houses ,
hotels , bars . restaurants . shows , act ive
places, and beaches . Historical spots ,
tours , car rentals , flight info , plus
language primer & much more. Rush
$3-. Sunny Shores , Box 9141-G , Santvrce . PA 00907
Martha's Vineyard Island
Guest House : Mixed, discriminating
clientele; pool. Write for reservations:
"High Haven", P.O. Box 289, Vineyard
Haven , MA -02568 . Reasonable rates .

I l -1111111111111111111111 IHf[ 1111111
roommates
HOUSING NEEDED
GAY PRIDE WEEK

People are coming for Gay P·ride
Week . They need housing; your help
1s needed . If you have room available , p lease call GCN at 426-4469 or
write ·Box 9550, Boston , Mass .
Please leave Tel. number and ad dress. and how many people you
can take.
GWF - I am 22, college graduate,
outgoing, friendly, sjncere, and lonely .
Enjoy people , dislike bar scenes, want
an involved relationship , need someone
to share life and love with. GCN B ox
403.
GWM, TV, 33, 5'8" , 175 lbs ., brown
hair, blue eyes. Like to crossdress as
female . Looking for a GWM for lasting
friendship, lots of love. Like to cook,
travel, music, dancing, home life etc.
Would like to meet a financially secure
gent. Will relocate. Photo, phone, if
you have it. GCN Box 397.
GF, 26, lonely in Newport, wants to
hear from local gay women around
same age . Into rock music, · writing ,
feminism . Have two children . Write
GCN Box 396.
FRI. NITE BLUES?
Why be bored , hassled or stood up?
Come to GCN off ice at 6 pm and
experience good folks and pleasant
conversat ion , while folding and mailing
GCN.

=

GC'i reserves the right to reject
advertising- which may result in legal
action.

GF, 26 , lonely in Newburyport, wants
to hear from local gay women around
the same age . Into rock music, writing,
feminism. Have two children . Write Box

Gay Health Nite JWed) at the 'Fenway
·community Health - Center, needs a
volunteer lab. tech. from 5/28-7116 .
Call 267 •7573 , ask for Jim .

GWF - young, sincere. Must be into
music and long term relationship .
Femininity a must. GCN , Box 409 .

I

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
AND
WE'LL GIVE YOU THE NEWS
Subscrib ::? now t o GCN and you 'll get
th e news h_ot off the pres ses al ong with
fabul o us fea tures and curious classi fi ed s to kee p yo u inf ormed and keep
you in te re sted .
GAY WHITE FEMALES ONLY
Passive. white transvestite, submis- ·
sive, with lesbianistic ways seeks
GWF / s for complete servitude o r
whatever? Expect no reciprocation .
POSITIVELY NO Bl FEMALES OR
MEN . Send detailed letter to: Lois, Box
63 . Boston. MA 02137.

FATS,FEMS , FREAKS,BEARDS!
GM interested in gay support and
friendship . Also crimes against nature
and unnatural acts. If you're hung up on
being discreet and straight appearing ,
forget it! Write P.O. Bo x 160, Boston ,
MA 02101.
Find a roommate in the GCN Classifieds. Find a house to live in . the GCN
Classifieds. Hire gay people from the
GCN Classifieds. Need a job? Try the
GCN Classifieds . Have a special mes·s ag& to someone? Try the GCN Classifieds.

•~ Jf'/.//1
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Pub I ications

URGENT!
Rommate wanted! Single female, 20,
needs someone to share expenses.
Looking for single female between
19-25; call after 6 p .m. (617) 746-2708 .
Live by-the-ocean-share large old house
with gay male - looking for responsible stable male or female. Call (617)
592-6494 , Box 15, Swampscott, Mass.
01907 .
Need help with growing costs? Prof .
male needs room, privileges. Quiet .
Near MBTA . Need access to libraries in
· Cambridge , escape from country . Full
time through August, weekends du ring
academic year . $100 range . GCN Box

,
CALIFORNIASCENE
Summer issue reviews all the new gay
guides. Special travel art icle on Puerto
Rico . One dollar postpaid . Box 26032,
' Los Angeles, 90026 .

@3M

A GAY PERSON'S GUIDE
TO NEW ENGLAND
1975 edition . .. 400 listings of busi...--"-- - - - - - - - - - - - · - - , . nesses, services , organizations, craftspeople , professionals . Gay life and
Gay Pride Week is here, and everybody'
living from Cape Cod to Cos Cob,
loves a parade . We need help ,building
Bridgeport to Bangor. $2 to GCN/GPG ,
floats to celebrate 200 years of Gay
Box G-1, 22 Bromfield St ., Boston , MA
history. Call Darius Dappletree,- 78202108 .
fi~10 .
BIRTHDAY ?
parade needs a band . II you can play
?) a band instrument and are marching
Surprise your friends with a birt_hday
in the · parade , plea se contact Darius
classified in GCN.
applet ree , 782-6310 .

,n
/ \J

H2OTOWN RAILROAD COLLECTIVE
Contrary to popular belief . the Watertown Railroad Collective is alive and
well and needs 2 roommates . Interested
women and men call Gary, Jack , or
Tony at 926-5739 .
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GAY TRIPS ·

services

Mexico Charter, Aug. 2, 7 days
Mediterranean Cruise
Sept. 9, 14 days

ACCOUNTING SERVICES
Need help with your business? income
tax? investments? Public accountant,
Box 1980.
EAR PIERCING
(14K gold filled stud) quick, easy, no
pain. At the Guttery, 119 Charles St.,
Boston, MA (ear, $4; 2 ears $8).

~t~i:-B7.:.~~-: ._·-:-=r:..

GCN has no control over classifiedadvertisers. We cannot assure you that
your inquiry will be answered or that the
product or service is accurately presented.

0

T'fi_PESETTING FOR
GAY COMMUNITY
Use our facilities (phototypesetter plus
IBM Composer) to produce your,
booklet or publication. Good rates. (We
are GCN's typesetter .) Write GCN Box
39.
BUSTO,~ BAIL PROJECT
Most people who are arrested are
allowed bail. The rich can always pay.
The poor often languish in dirty cells
just because they are poor. You can·
help. Contact the Boston Bail Project, ·
1151 Mass. Ave .. Cambridge. Mass.
02138. ·or call (617) 491-1575.
Institute for Rational Living, Martin
Grossack, Ph.D., Director. announces
lectures, group workshops. and individual counseling for those in countercultures and alternative lifestyles. 5361.756.

' ' ' ,'P."~~~ ~~. .
Loving Women
by
The Nomadic Sisters

JANUS COUNSELING ASSOC.
Individual. group. and couples counseling for men and wome0. by professionals who understand the special
issues of gay and feminist lifestyles.
Fees on sliding scale. (617)-536-3071.

available at

OTHER VOICES
30 Bromfield St.,
WORN J°OCKS OR BRIEFS
Soft and faded with age, made into
comfortable pouches. $5.00 ea., 2 for
$9.00. No two alike; state wa·ist
desired. Check or M.0. to GCN, Box
405.

BEACON TOURS
26 Tremont St., Boston 02108
(617)742-1220, Linda

GAYS INSURE. INVEST
Complete insurance advice and financial pianning - life. health. disability
(income protection). mutual funds.
gold and silver from a well educated,
succesful brother. Write P.O. Box 8279,
Boston. Mass. 02114. Give phone #.
dighly professional. confidential. It
costs nothing to ask que::.tions: all are
welcome .

for sale

MUSIC
The band that makes it - A 4-piece
dance band of the funky-rock variety ..
, Call Elaine at 665-7007 for bookings.

•

Whole World Travel

r------- -------- --~

THE LtNEN !
CLOSET

"Be Yourself"

I

24 Boylston St.
Cambridge. MA g21J8
Tel. 1617l 661-1818
Harvard Sauare

I

Back Bay
Beacon Hill
Bay Village
Your State Senator, William Bulger,
is now · a key vote on gay bill
H.2848 / S.272. Write immediately!
.._(State House, Boston 02133).
...

l

I
I
I
I
I,

s23.1240

~~~~

Come Browse Among Our Wide
Select ion of Traditional and Cofltemporary Designs in Sheets. Towels ,
Tablecloths and Accessories .

HAWKERS
GCN needs hawkers in P-town this
summer. Work only a few hours a day
and cover your vacation expenses. See
Bill Damon at the Owl's Nest, 158
Commercial St., P-town.
FREE JOY
Who would have thought that Friday
nights could start with such fun! Come
help us fold and mail GCN at 6:00.

40 Province St., Boston

~e

I
I

c:7J,1eetinghouse

hrne,t price, .'\NYWHl :RI'! \\.'e also
huy and ,e ll u,ed T . \' .,. Out,idc an1enna
imtalla1io11 a ,pec ialt\·. '.\Ia, ,. Tech .
I iL". 98 I .
'{)/d /a1h10111'd '<'ITiCI' u1 un hone\'/ price ·

Frei' l'id :1111 and Dl'li1 ·1•n-

Tues .-Sun. 12, 12, Closed Monday
Sidewallc Dining Till Midnight

:

I
I
I
.I
I

Cor11,er of Cqarles
® e,7J1ount 9-i:rnori

G/loston, 'M'A

Quick Gay Guid e

MfNK

L\pcr1 H1·11air & /\i('1r T. Vs & Stereos
- al

Coffee - Pastry - Light lunch

J________ ________ __ J

C!O

LESTER'S T.V.
TV-Radio-Phonos-Hifi-Color

15 Revere St., Beacon Hill, Boston
. Tel. 523-218! .

CfJfe

I
I
,. I

BOST
area co e
Lesbian Liberation, c/o Women's
~54-8807
Adolescent male rap's:e·ssion:
Center
4 p .m.-6 p .m.
227-8587 /
Lesbian Mothe rs
354-8807
B rnai HaskaTah (Gay Jewrsh Grol,!Bl, "'260-6409 .
Lesbian Therapy Research Project
354-8807
Cambridge Hotline
·Massachusetts Feminist Federal Credit Union
876-7528
Cambridge Women 's Center
186 ½ Hampshire St ., Cambridge
661-0450
354-8807
Charles Street Meetinghouse
-~~tropo Ii tan Q<2_1T_1!17_Uf: i!Y__Qh_un::l}
523-0368
~23-7664
Charlestown Gay Neighbors' Assn .
~_ationalQrgan ization for Womesi
· ·-267-6160
241-8357
Civil Liberties Union of Mass.
'Northeastern -Gay -Students brif, -· · --- - . - -227-9469
Closet Space (WCAS, 740 AM)
. c/o Student Federation , Rm . 152, Ell Center
492-6450
Daughters of Bilitis
0th.e r Fund lr1c~-(G°ay United- Fund\
.... - ·.
262-1592
Dignity of Boston, c/o 1105 BoylPO Box 1997, Boston 02105
426-0412 ·
ston St., Boston 02215
Other Voices Bookstore,
Elaine Noble (Rep.) · ·
30 Bromfield St.., Boston
727-2584
Fr. Paul Shanley
ag Rag
·
267-0764
536-9826
Fenway Community Health Center
Project Lambda
267-7573
2~?-858_7Fengay, c/o Tom Nylund
.Project Place267-1066
267-9150
ort Hi 11 Fag-go rs for l=reedorri . - - . - «O-:SS-51
_Peoples Gay Alliance
545-0154
Transvestrtes/Tran
s-genderists : FranceH Cta1g; .
Gay Academic Union of New England ,
P.O. Box 291 , MIT Branch, Cambridge 02139
PO Box 212, Boston 02101
266-2069
Transvestites
/Transgenderists : Ariadne Kane
Gay Alert (for gay community
Box 161 , Cam bridge 02140
'
emergency only)
523-0368, 267-0764
Waltham-Watertow
n Gays,-·
Gay Community News
426-4469
_ clo GCN , B_ox 7100
Gay Hotline (3-12 pm Mon=i:'ri)
426-9371
Women's Community Healih Center,
Gay Legislation '75 , PO Box 8841~ .
. .
,Carnbr[dge
547-2~02
~JFK Sta:, Boston 02114
491-2787, 661-9362
l:iay Media Action, c/o GCN, Box 5000,
EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS
(area code 617]
22 Bromfield St. , Boston 02108
523-1081
Alcoholics
Together/Worceste r
Gay Media Action Advertising
756-0730
783-1627
Dignity/ Merrimack Valley,
ay Nurses Alliance
232-6323
PO Box 348, Lowell 01853 .
ay People of UMass/Boston
287-1900x2396
Gay Activists Alliance , c/o Postmaster,
Gay -R'ecreationer
. - •
·
General Delivery . Provincetown
487-3393,
. ActivTfies cfoinmittee (G RAC)
48 7 -3344. 48 7-3234
t
GCN_, _B<?_X 8_090
Homophile Union of Montachusett ,
·
Gay Speakers Bur.~?U
547-1451
PO Box 262, Fitchburg 01420
Gay Students Organization, c/o Student
··
'MCC/Worcester
756-0730
Federation , Rm . 152, Ell Center
437-2654
Provincetown 24-Hour Drop-In Center 487-0387
ay Way Radio (WBUR, 90 .9 FM)
353-2790
Provincetown Homophile Assistance
Gay Youth Advocates , 70 Charles St . 227-8587
League, Box 674 , Provincetown 02657
ender ldentit,y Service
.864-8.181
New Bedford Women's Clinic
999-1070 ,
G61den· Gays
- 482-g998
Salem Gay Hotl ine
"~d Gay-Poets
:
536:9826
8-10 pm (Tues Only)
745-0594 ·
!::!arv_a rd-Radcliffe G.S.A .
498-6555
Wo rces ter Homophil e Org an izatio n
892:911 3
t-f_CJmoph(le Coni m unity Health Service 5J2-518~
WESTERN MASSAt:HUSETTS
Amhe rst Gay Hotline (men_& women) 545-0154
Everywor'nen's Center . Amherst
545-0883
Gaybreak Radio (WMUA-FM 91.9)
545-2876
Gay Women·s Caucus , Amherst
545-3438
D4Jnity I Springfield , PO B-o-x 488 ,
Forrest Park Sta., Springfield 01107
PioneerVailey Gay Union~ -Amhersf
253-2591

Responsible, professional GWM needs
sunny. high ceilinged apartment in
Boston or near suburb beginning late
August. Write Jerry, P.O. Box 293.
Bedford. Ma. 01730.

Sa\'c 1hi1 cul.fr11· 10% Courte.\ y Discount

I
•I

Woman musicians into versatile material we need you now in order to "Get the
Show on the Road." Need bassist,
drummer. guitarist. Equipment a must.
P.A. provided. Call Kathy 1-(617)-2936280 after 5:30.
Keep On Truck in
GCN Truck Needs TLC in order to get a
sticker. It needs an emergency brake
and two tires. We need the wheels, so
any help will be appreciated. 426-4469.

· Serious Andrews Sisters fans exchange
memorabilia, Smith, Box 381, Presque
Isle, Maine 04769.

I
I
I

Everything in Linens
for the Kitchen,
Bed and Bath
103 Charles Street
Boston

wanted

• Tables • Chairs • Baskets
• Hats
• Bongos
[Just around the comer.from
GCN and Other Voices!

I

,.

SOUTH END GAY COMMUNITY GAY
PRIDE MEETING at Kirn & Dave's. 8
pm, Wednesday, June 25. Bring-ityourself Barbecue. Phone 426-6025 for
nfo .

I

Southwest Women 's Center
545-0626
Springfield Gay Alliance
583-3904
Valley Women's Center, N ortharnpton 586-2011

5KUNK

hind

RHODE ISLAND
(area
Dignity/Providence , Box 2231,
Pawtucket 02861
Gay Women of Providence
Homophile Community Health
Service (Providence)
MCC Coffee House, Providence
MCC/Providence, 37 Clemence St.

code 401)

831-5184

Allston
South End
Your State Senator, William Bulger,
is now a key vote on gay bill
H.2848 / S.272. Write immediately!
(State House, Boston 02133).

NEW HAMPSHIRE
[area code 603)
'Gay Women's Rap Group
772-6636
Seacoast Area Gay Alliance,
B'ox 1424, Portsmouth 03801
.
Women 's Group, PO Box-f3?°;' Northwood 03261
• (DO NOT use " gay" 'on any mail to this group)
(area code 207]
MAINE
Bangor Unitarian Gay Caucus,
PO Box 1046, Bangor 04401'
Brunswick Gay Women 's Group,
17 Lincoln St ., Brunswick 04011
Gay Community Ceoter/Gay Support &
A~tion, P.O. Box 110, Bangor 04401.
Gay Rights Org. (GAO) , P.,0. Box 4542,
Portland 04112
Lambda , P.O . Box 352, Brunswick 04011
Maine Freewornen's Heralct, Box 488,
Brunswick 04011
Maine Gay Indians, c/o Deanna Francis,
Passamaquoddy Library,
Pleasc!nt Point 04667
· Maine Gay Task Force/ MGTF Newsletter,
Box 4542, Portland 04112

274-4737
274-1693
274-1693

VERMONT
(area code 802]
Counseling for Gay Women & Men,
c/o Vt. Women's Health Center,
158 Bank St. , Burlington 05401
Counseling for Gay Women & Men
863-1386
Vermont Gay Women
862-7770, 863-3237
Women 's Switchboard
862-5504

CONNECTICUT
(area code 203)
East Conn. Gay Alliance, Norwich
889-7530
George W. Henry Foundation,
Hartford
522-2646
'iartford Gay Counseling
522-5575 , 523-9837
Institute of Social Ethics/ National
Gay Archives, 1 Gold St. ,
Suite 22B . Hartford 06103
547-1281
Kal os/Gay Liberation , Hartford
568-2656
MCC I Hartford
522-5575 , 523-9837
The Church of fhe
·
Eternal Flame Universal
527-5612
Wesleyan Gay Alliance, c/o Wesleyan
Women 's Center, Wesleyan Sta .,
Middletown 06457

NEW YORK CITY
(area code 212)
Gay Activities ·Alliance P .0 . B0x 2, Village
Sta . 10014
.
966-7870
Gay Media Coalition, Box 218 ,
, Ansonia Station 10023
,Gay M·en's Health Project ,
247 W . 11_th St.
• 691~6969
Gay Switchboard
924-4036
Lesbian Feminist liberation,
c/o Women's Center,
243 W . 20th St.
691-5460
Lesbian S_witchboard
741-2610
National Gay Task Force,
80 Fifth Ave . , Rm. 506
741-1010
Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop,
. 15 Christopher St.
255-8097
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-Com ing ... June 23 thru July 6
29sun

26thur

23 DIOD Memoria1 Serive: A service in memory
of those we once loved who have
passed on, and especially in tribute to -.
those ·gay people who died in the name
of freedom. It will be sponsored by
B'nai Haskalah, Metropolitan Community Church of Boston and Dignity/
Boston. This promises to be especially
beautiful and moving since it will usher
in Gay Pride '75 . Service will begin t
7:30 pm, at 131 Cambridge Street,
Boston (Old West Church). The entire ·
gay community is invited.
Bowling Banquet: For all those who
bowled on a team in the Gay Recreational A-ctivities bowling _league ta'k~~-·
place this evening f~om 7 to 9 pm at the
Charles Street Meetinghouse, coffeehouse, 70 Charles St., Boston. There
will be a hot-cold ·buffet with all the
trimmings, plus the possibility of
entertainment. For further info call
241-8357.

24tues·
Rap on Sexuality (the last one) spon'sored by Metropolitan Community
Church of Boston, 8 pm. Guest
resource.persons are Emily Culpepper
and Diane Miller of Harvard Divinity ·
School. Topic is "Coming Out of Marriage." Go to the Old West Church,
131 Cambridge St., Boston.

25wed ·
There will be a meeting of the Sexual
Orientation Committee, 8 pm at the
MCC Center t 11 Amity St., Hartford,
Ct. It is important that we get an early
start on the bill this year so we can get
it passed. Everyone interested in this
goal is invited to attend. For directions
call MCC at (203) 523-9837.

WOMEN'S FESTIVAL AND · RESOURCE EXCHANGE NIGHT at the
Old Cambridge Baptist Church, 1151
Mass. Ave., is an event to introduce
women to the active gay/feminist
women's community in Boston and to
provide a setting to exchange ideas, lay
ground.work for new projects, s!'iare
existing works, ' and simply have · fun.
8:30 pm. No admission charge.

27fri
Christopher St. Weekend with the
National Gay Task Force at Galaxy 21 !
New York's sensational discotheque,
256 West 23rd St., New York City.
$5.00 at the door, all drinks FREE, 10
pm-dawn.
The People's Gay Alliance and the Gay
Women's Caucus at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst will sponsor
their first summer dance at Farley
Lodge (on campus) from 9 pm- 1 am.
Cover is· 75c, disco music and refreshments. Come on out!

Willie Tyson, talented singer and
musician from Lima Bean Records will
perform the music from her popular
album "Fullcount", and other original
material, at Bread and Roses, 134
Hampshire-St., Cambridge, Ma., 8:30
pm. Donation is $2.00, all profits will
go toward creating Calliope: a coffee
house for women.
Bus leaving 8:30 am Hartford, 11 Amity St., for New York City, arrive back
at 12 pm. $10.00 includes breakfast
and lunch. Call (203) 522-5575 or 5682656.

30 DIOR

Mass. Chapter of the Gay Nurses Alliance will meet at 7:30 pm. Open to gay
or straight RNs, PNs, nursing aides,
attendants, and student nurses interested in improving health care for gay
people. Call (617) 232-6323 or 3544169 for directions.

28s
.

A New England Wide Couples Outing,
sponsored by the Metropolitan Community Church of Boston will happen
in . southern New Hampshire today
from 12-6 pm. For directions call (617)
523-7664. Come join in the fun of
sharing and communicating. Bring
your own· food and swimming gear.
Four Maine Gay activists will be on the
call-in show, "On the Line," channel 6
in Portland, channel 2 in Bangor, Me.
from 6:00 to 6:30 pm. People will be
answering the Maine Gay Task Force
phones that evening to answer questions that did not get answered on the
air; phone (207) 773-5530.

River-crab (Thtlt,husa ,upressa),

4 fri

Horizon, folksinger-comic, 1will be
playing and telling some stories about
being gay in high school, including
going to his prom with another .male.
To take place at 8:00 pm, Somewhere
coffe house, 11 Amity St., Hartford,
Ct.
Beach Party and Picnic at Crane's
Beach, Ipswich, Ma. Pack a lunch and
join us in front of St. Clement's

Church, 1105 Boylston St., Boston, at
9 am. Those who have cars please
bring them so we can provide transportation for those without.
A Day of Independence Garden Party
will take place this afternoon beginning ,
at 2 pm at the Metropolitan Community Church parsonage, in Providence,
R.I. Call (401) 274-1693 for details .

·5 sat
Gay dance, Unitarian Church, Pleasant St., Brunswick, Me., 9:00 pm to
1:00 am. $1 donation requested, but if
~ou don't have it, you won't be turned
away.
Boston Gay Youth will hold its first of
weekly picnics this afternoon. All
interested young women and men
should meet on the steps of the Charles
St. Meetinghouse or on the Esplanade
(in front · of Hatch Shell) at 2 pm.
Please bring your own lunch.
A day long Gay Fair will be held in .
Provincetown, Ma., from ·12-5 pm.
Events will include Street T~atre, an
Art Sale and Open Air Poetry readings.
Gay poets wishing to participate are
asked to contact David Emerson
Smith, at 15 Howland St., Provincetown before June 29th. Proceeds will
help the funding of the Gay Community Center.

6sun

Maine Gay Task Force meeting, 1:00
pm, MGTF office, 193 Middle St.,
Portland. If door is locked, c~l
MGTF.
Please submit calendar items to 1,
Calendar Editor, GCN, noon on
Tuesday prior to the date of
publication.

Qa r 'Pride 'Week_ alen dar
CZ-ues
NEW ENGLAND
BOSTON ,

-: andlelight Memorial Service. 8 p.m
Old West Church. For gays killed Ne
Orleans Memorial. MCC/Dignity
B'nai Haskalah.
NEW YORK CITY
LESBIAN PRIDE

Lesbian Feminist Liberation Genera
Meeting. 7:30 p.m. 243 W. 20 St.

24

'Wed 25

NEW ENGLAND
BOSTON

NEW ENGLAND
BOSTON

iscussion. 8 p.m. Charles St. Meeting- Community Group Nights. Meetings will
house. "Needs of the Community, a be held by local groups: Waltham/Wa- i
Center, Gay Media Action."
tertown/Western • Suburbs;. Peabody/
North Shore; Roxbury; Allston/Brighton; Cambridgeport; Cambridge;
NEW YORK CITY
_ Mission Hill; Lincoln; Charlestown;
LESBIAN PRIDE
esbian Anthropology Talk. 8 p.m. 243 Fenway/Back Bay; South End; Jamaica Plain; Dorchester; E. CamW. 20 St. $1.00.
bridge.
or community Group Nights people
should call (617) 426-4469 and leave
your phone to be contacted.

NEW ENGLAND
BOSTON

.oming Out Raps for Men and Women.
7-9 p.m. Charles St. Mtghse.
omen's Resource Night (women only).
8:30 p.m., Old Cambridge Baptist
Church, 1151 Mass. Ave., Cambridge,
Mass. Sharing of info about activities,
servi1,es and organizations.NEW YORK CITY
LESBIAN PRIDE

irst Lesbian Video Festival. 243 W. 20
St. $2.00.

WORCESTER

Speakout. Evening. Worcester Public
Library, Salem St.
··
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

ton Common, Beacon and Charles Sts. rally.
Play, 2 p.m., Boston Lavender Tbe• Dance. 9 p.m. Lion's Den. Columbi
atre, Men's Group, "St. George and CONI-'ERENCE AND WCJR.K.SHOPS
the Dragon"
(S.C.C.)
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Midnight People's Prayer Vigil. Steps of
the Federal Bldg.
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People's Church, 339 Llitayette Si.

PROVIDENCE, R.I.

peak Out. 7 p.m. Providence Library.
NEW YORK CITY
LESBIAN PRIDE
omen's Music. 7:30 p.m. Calvar
Church. Park Ave. and 21 St. Ka

ally. 8 p.m. Bergen County Courthouse,
Main St.

$1.00.

NEW ENGLAND
Rally (pending permit). Noon. Shee
BOSTON
,.,. M~ado~ (66 St.)..
Picnic (bring own food) 12:30 p.m. Bos-, 1cmc (brmg your own and share). Afte

WORCESTER

ance. 8 p.m.

NEW JERSEY
HACKENSACK

NEW YORK CITY
LESBIAN PRIDE
ur Hestory Talk. 8 p.m. 243 W. 20 St.

NEW YORK CITY
LESBIAN PRIDE

oming Out Raps for Men and Women .
7-9 p.m. Charles St. Mtghse.
ance. 9-l p.m. B.U. Sherman Union
Records. $2.00.

Gardner, Jade and Sarsaparilla, an'
others. $3.50.

"Law and You" speech. 7 p.m. MCC
Providence.

~at 28

NEW ENGLAND
BOSTON

~un 29
NEW YORK CITY
CHRISTOPHER STREET
LIBERATION DAY PARADE

Noon. Sheridan Square.
Buses for N .Y. Gay Pride March, 6 a.m .,
Charles St. Meetinghouse, back about
midnight. Tickets $10.00 round trip,
available at Other Voices Bookstore,
Gay Pride Events and the Charles St.
Meetinghouse. Bostori

